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Do We Need Another Theory of Lexicography?

Henning Bergenholtz

1. Introduction
The title of this contribution was inspired by Tono (2010, 2), who asks 
the following questions about the future of lexicography:

(i ) Do we really need a “theory”？

(ii) Why bother to construct another theory of lexicography?
(iii) Can lexicography be really an independent scientific discipline?

Initially, the answers Tono (2010) gives to questions (1) and (2) are 
somewhat sceptical, but in the course of the contribution the answers 
turn distinctly positive. As far as I understand the contribution, it does 
not offer a straight answer to the third question. All three of these ques
tions are highly relevant to the future development of the theory and 
—if one assumes that theory has a material influence on practice, as I 
do — of the practice of lexicography.

Not to beat about the bush: my answer to the first two questions is a 
resounding yes. The third question requires a somewhat longer, but 
nevertheless still unequivocal answer: Lexicography requires the col
laboration of different experts, depending on the type and content of 
the dictionary (see Bergenholtz and Gouws (To appear)); for example, 
the design and compilation of an English-Spanish gene technology 
lexicon requires one or more molecular biologists, one or more technical 
linguists for English and Spanish with a sound knowledge of molecular 
biology, and one or more lexicographers. For a dictionary of classical 
music, one or more experts on music as well as one or more lexicogra
phers are needed. In all lexicographic projects a lexicographer is an
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essential and leading collaborator. At its core, lexicography is a genuine 
subset of information theory, but it is a special one that has specialised 
in the processing and presentation of data (see Bergenholtz and Bothnia 
(2011) in this regard). We therefore do not subscribe to the widespread 
classification of lexicography as a subdiscipline of linguistics.

2. Lexicography as applied linguistics
There is no doubt that the present situation must be seen as a result of 
its context and its history. Before around 1960, lexicography did not 
exist at universities as a theoretical discipline. Since the 15th century 
any number of theoretical considerations have appeared, especially in 
the prefaces to dictionaries, lexicons and encyclopaedias. But it was not 
an academic discipline with its own chairs, journals and international 
associations. In the years thereafter, two parts of lexicography devel
oped into scientific disciplines:

1. Specialized lexicography (it calls itself terminology or terminogra- 
phy); the scientists involved were and are mostly linguists (but not 
only linguists, subject specialists were and still are involved).

2. For language lexicography (interpreted as lexicography for com
municative dictionaries and their theory) a discipline developed in 
the 70s and 80s that called itself lexicography and initially defined 
itself as applied lexicography.

3. No comparable academic discipline developed for encyclopaedias 
and lexicons. Those who have called themselves lexicographers did 
make limited use of such reference works, but they did it in a step
motherly fashion rather than systematically.

This situation proved to be untenable, especially with reference to 
Internet dictionaries. Besides the small group of terminologists, and in 
the absence of all encyclopaedists, linguistics laid claim to the diction
ary arena and its theory. However, this has not been successful, as I 
would like to explain with reference to two Danish examples. I must 
point out that these Danish examples are typical of the semi-theoretical 
status of lexicography and the associated disadvantages in the scientific
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world. In journals such as the International Journal of Lexicography or 
Lexicon linguistic problem areas are often discussed, but without real 
linguistic originality. When such journals publish novel contributions, 
they offer lexicographic novelty — which is hardly likely to impress a 
linguist when he assesses the value of the new thinking to linguistics.

Case 1: In the process of a new system for allocating research funds,
journals were classified in Denmark according to status, i.e. the assumed 
quality of research in the different journals. Whoever publishes in the 
best journals sees to it that the university, faculty or institute gets a 
larger slice of the total amount to be distributed. To this end a subject 
typology with an allocation to subdisciplines was drawn up. The 
classification of the journals into a higher or lower group was done by 
subject representatives appointed for this task. As lexicography was 
assigned to linguistics, and there was no lexicographer on the commit
tee, the lexicographic journals did not make it to the highest level. From 
a linguistic point of view, this is understandable: lexicographic contri
butions do not propose new and therefore important linguistic theories. 
This allocation has enormous disadvantages for lexicography. We can
not publish high-level articles if we do not also publish contributions to 
another scientific discipline.

Case 2: The Center for Lexicography asked the dean of its faculty
to sign a co-operation agreement with a foreign university that provided 
for collaboration between two research groups. The object of the 
intended research was to design and to actually produce a bilingual 
dictionary of fixed expressions. As explained in the application, new 
concepts for lexicographic databases and the relation between databases 
and search routes, search steps and search times on the one hand and 
electronic dictionaries on the other would be key elements of the joint 
research and would subsequently be published in relevant international 
journals. The University’s response to this request was negative. It was 
said that such cooperation would not be appropriate at university level; 
it was very concrete, since its object would be a physical dictionary. 
The university management apparently viewed lexicography as a part of 
linguistics and stated that no linguistic theories and no novel linguistic
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empirical research were foreseen. On the contrary, the objective was a 
concrete practical tool, namely one or several dictionaries. It was con
cluded that this was a practical and not a theoretical project and there
fore not a university project.

3. Do we need lexicographic theories at all?
The answer to this question depends on who “we” are. If equally good 
lexicographic products can be developed without underlying theories as 
with them, then one probably doesn’t need them. Then lexicography 
would indeed not be a university discipline. Lexicography would be an 
“art and craft”，but not a science. Since many lexicographers often (or 
also) work at universities, there are at least three possible arguments 
that “save” lexicography as a university subject. The first argument is 
the customary one, represented especially in British lexicography:

1. Lexicography does not have its own theory, and it does not need 
one either, as it can resort to existing linguistic theories and needs 
no further theories, according to Atkins and Rundell (2008, 4) or 
Bejoint (2010，161): “There are theories of language, there may be 
theories of lexicology, but there is no theory of lexicography.”

2. Lexicography has its own theory that consists in describing struc
tures of existing dictionaries; this view is held by Wiegand (1998) 
and other, especially German lexicographers. Actually, Wiegand’s 
theory is a linguistically oriented structure description, according to 
the critique of Bergenholtz and Tarp (2003).

3. The modern functionalist theory. This is the theory that is the 
object of the contribution by Tono (2010). It is his observations I 
wish to comment on below.

I would like to stress in advance that although I will question some of 
the views expressed by Tono, on the whole I regard his contribution as 
very important to the future of practical as well as theoretical lexicog
raphy. Generally speaking, I view his presentation as fair and correct. 
It is the points about which we do not quite agree which are interesting 
and call for further study. And these are the points I want to examine
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more closely below.

4. Users know nothing about lexicographical theories
Somehow it seems unrealistic to assume that someone using a saw will 
wonder whether empirical research has been carried out on the uses of 
saws, or whether scientific research has been conducted about the 
choice of material for or design of a saw. The user looks at the price and 
checks whether the description of the intended uses of the saw corre
spond to these needs — or he asks the salesperson on the floor. The 
same applies to the tool called a dictionary. In this regard Tono (2010, 
6) is right when he says that “people usually never call for a theory in 
dictionary making after all”. This is of little or no interest to the average 
dictionary user. It may boost sales if a well-known professor or a 
famous actor praises the dictionary. The user resorts to a dictionary 
because he has a problem which he thinks the dictionary can help him 
solve. If the dictionary supplies an answer, he trusts it; if not, he gets 
annoyed. Just like the user of a saw gets annoyed if his saw cuts too 
coarsely or cannot cut the tree or the board at all because it is not strong 
enough. Theories are things one can benefit from in order to manufac
ture certain tools: there is nothing more practical than a good theory. 
However, if ——like Tono (2010, 6)——one says of the public opinion 
that theories have “associative links with the hard sciences”，then that 
is of no interest to any science that has any business being practised at 
a university. Here one needs, and has, theories in both hard and soft 
sciences, otherwise they would not be scientific disciplines.

5. Dictionaries are products
Dictionaries are products (Tono 2010, 13). Quite so; but more pre
cisely: products that can serve as tools. If they sell well, such products 
are available in constantly new, more or less modified versions. In the 
case of internet dictionaries, the changes and additions can be inserted 
every day or even every minute. This should be done, and is in fact 
being done — also in the various internet dictionaries we have produced 
in Denmark. But this is not done, like Tono (2010, 15f) claims, on the
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basis of user surveys that have been conducted, but through constant 
editorial deliberations and feedback from individual dictionary users, 
who send e-mails to the editors. Such feedback, which can also be 
called user surveys as far as I am concerned, is never of a theoretical 
nature, but always very concrete. For example:

1. The following word or the following meaning is missing. Could you 
add this word or meaning to the dictionary?

2. You have the following entry ... In my view this is incorrect, 
because ... I suggest you change the description in this case.

Such feedback is combined with log file analyses of various kinds (see 
Bergenholtz 2006, Bergenholtz and Johnsen 2007, 2011). Among other 
things, one can see what words not listed in the lemma stock are 
searched for and insert them into the dictionary. In such cases, feed
back and log file analyses have concrete effects on concrete dictionary 
entries. In other cases, they can also bring about a new dictionary con
cept. For example, with Vrang/Bergenholtz/Almind (2002—2006) we 
had a dictionary of idioms with no less than 9000 entries. Nevertheless, 
we kept receiving mails from users requesting us to include in the dic
tionary turns of phrase which by our classification were not idioms, but 
proverbs, for instance, or phrase verbs. Moreover, log file analyses 
revealed that around 27% of all dictionary searches failed because the 
search object was not an idiom. Because of these findings, the old dic
tionary of idioms was withdrawn, and a new dictionary design was 
developed and produced that contained all forms of fixed phrases (Ber- 
genholtz/Bj^rge/Almind 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 201 Od).

This “dictionary” therefore comprises not one dictionary, but four, 
all of which grew out of the same database of fixed expressions. There 
are four monofunctional dictionaries ——three communicative dictionar
ies and one cognitive dictionary (see Bergenholtz 2011):

1. Reception dictionary (Bergenholtz/Bjaerge/Almind 2010a).
2. Production dictionary where the search string is an expression (all 

or part of a fixed expression) (Bergenholtz/Bj^rge/Almind 2010b).
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3. Reception dictionary (Bergenholtz/Bj^rge/Almind 2010a).
4. Knowledge of fixed expressions (Bergenholtz/Bj 出 rge/Almind 

2010a).

The idea is the simple one that tools should always be fit for purpose if 
they are to give optimal assistance. For reception problems, one needs 
only an explanation of the meaning and nothing more. Indirectly, this 
was also based on mails from dictionary users in combination with own 
experiences of other dictionaries (Bergenholtz 2011). Many dictionary 
entries had become so long that the users were no longer able to find 
certain existing data. The users had terminated the search because of 
information overload.

The principle is therefore not, as Tono (2010, 13) put it: uIt would 
be very interesting if all the different dictionary contents can be 
searched via a user based function-based menu.^ As I see it, the rele
vant question is different: How can one construct a dictionary database 
that contains all the data types and which the users can search spe
cifically so that they can easily, quickly and reliably find answers to 
different concrete types of questions? For the production dictionary, 
the previously defined search consists in a set search sequence in certain 
database fields together with a presentation of data types in a set 
sequence (for a more detailed explanation see Bergenholtz 2011):

Fields searched+order
of search

Field Order in dictionary
entry

1 1. Core field

2. Meaning 2

3. Further meaning item 3

4. Grammar 4

5. Remark(s)

6. Internet link

2 7. Fixed expression(s) 1

8. Style

9. Classification of the fixed expression
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3 10. Collocation(s) 5

4 11. Example(s) 6

12. Synonym(s) 7

13. Antonym 8

14. Association(s)

This is a search and a data presentation that has been specified for the 
text production function by the lexicographer. And from the database 
one can extract only four dictionaries (at present). aHow far can func
tion go?^ Tono (2010, 21) asks. My answer is: As far as one would like 
to; as far as any individual user would like to. It is possible — and this 
is what we are planning for this database — to allow every individual 
user to specify such settings and even to self-define a series of search 
combinations and display options. This should then be possible not 
only by means of simple search strings, but also by using Boolean 
operators. In principle, thousands of dictionaries can then be defined 
which are based on this relatively simple database. It does not have to 
be done only in accordance with the functionality dictated by the lexi
cographer. I assume that such advanced searches would be done by 
only a relatively small percentage of dictionary users, but this is not a 
key issue. Lexicographers can offer users such functionality without 
great effort.

6. Lexicography as part of information science
Classifying lexicography as a part of information science could spell the 
beginning of the end of the underestimation of lexicography. With a 
few slight changes or some fine-tuning, the figure presented by Tono 
(2010) could be a good starting point. One refinement could be that 
“user research” should not be interpreted as user surveys, but that user 
reactions should also be considered; and it would also be advantageous 
to take certain experiments conducted with only a small number of 
respondents into account. Another refinement could be the replacement 
of “confirm/rejecl: hypothesis” with “reject parts of the theory or correct
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a certain dictionary conception55. I do not think that it is possible to 
obtain verification of modern functional theory or even of parts of it. 
But it is certainly possible to identify uncertainties and outright errors 
of judgment, such as the lemma lacunas described above in a concrete 
dictionary or the inadequate design of the dictionary of idioms referred 
to above, through user feedback and log file analyses, which led to 
concrete changes, supplements to individual entries or a change of the 
overall concept. Such changes in concrete dictionaries can then lead to 
basic supplements or changes of a theoretical nature, as happened in the 
case of the plea for monofunctional dictionaries.

NOTE

I want to thank Theo Bothma (University of Pretoria) and Mei Xue (University of Aar
hus) for interesting discussions on Yukio TonoJs contribution in Lexicon 40 (2010).
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An Analysis of the Oxford Learner's Thesaurus: 
A Dictionary of Synonyms

Yuri Komuro 
Yasuo Ichikawa

1. Introduction
By our everyday experience in teaching English at university, we may 

be justified in saying that one of the most frequently asked questions in 
an English writing or composition class is: Can we use the word B 
instead of A here? In order to answer this kind of question, teachers 
often consult various dictionaries and usage guides, ask their colleagues 
who are native speakers of English, do a corpus or Google search, and 
draw some conclusion about the interchangeability of words A and B. 
This may be a typical situation both English teachers and learners find 
themselves in, as the Preface of the Oxford Learner^ Thesaurus: A Dic
tionary of Synonyms (2008) (hereafter OLT) states that a<More help5 
with synonyms has been one of the most frequent requests from 
students and teachers to us as lexicographers at Oxford University 
Press”.

There have been some innovative learners5 dictionaries to help learn
ers to produce English, such as the Longman Language Activator (1993, 
2002), as well as traditional bilingual learners, dictionaries for produc
tive use. Also, in the past decade, more and more collocations dictio
naries for learners have been published or revised, such as the Oxford 
Collocations Dictionary for Students of English (2002，the BBI 
Combinatory Dictionary of English^ third edition (2010), and the Mac
millan Collocations Dictionary for Learners of English (2010). However, 
dictionaries of synonyms truly for English learners have been the genre
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waiting to be developed. To our knowledge, the American Heritage 
Thesaurus for Learners of English (2002) was the only monolingual 
learner’s thesaurus widely available before the OLT. Therefore, the 
publication of the OLT should be greatly welcome.

The Oxford University Press has the Oxford Thesaurus of English 
(2000, 2004), a thesaurus for native speakers or experts of English; how
ever, the OLT is not a derivative of the Oxford Thesaurus of English, 
second edition (2004), but owes a great deal to the Oxford Advanced 
Learner^ Dictionaryy seventh edition (hereafter OALD7). According to 
Lea (2008: 545), editor in chief of the OLT, it was being compiled at 
the same time that the OALD7 was being prepared. Since the periods 
of editing the two dictionaries overlap, a substantial amount of informa
tion is shared between them, which will be shown in detail later in our 
discussion.

Target users of the OLT are upper-intermediate and above (p. vi). 
Whom the dictionary aims to help is explained in more detail in the 
Introduction:

It is hoped that this thesaurus will be of use not only to language 
students, but also to teachers preparing classes, as well as to trans
lators and people writing in English for academic purposes: in fact 
to anyone wishing to improve their own, or their students’，fluency 
and precision in written and spoken English, (p. vii)

The present paper aims to review the OLT from the viewpoint of 
Japanese university EFL teachers. We will first argue what a learner’s 
thesaurus is (Section 2), and then proceed to analyze the macrostructure 
(Section 3) and microstructure (Section 4) of the dictionary. We will 
make an analysis of the headword list and of, as for microstructure, 
definitions, examples, usage labels, usage notes, ‘Synonym Scales’，and 
pictorial illustrations, and examine what editorial policies and efforts 
were made in order to make the dictionary a real learner^ thesaurus. We 
also make reference to the CD-ROM, where necessary, as it pertains to 
the paper dictionary.
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2. What is a learner^ thesaurus?
Traditionally, or typologically speaking, a thesaurus is a thematically 

organized reference work, and a synonym dictionary is an alphabetically 
organized reference work (Hartmann and James 1998: entries for syn
onym dictionary and thesaurus). Therefore, having both the terms the
saurus and dictionary of synonyms in one title seems rather contradic
tory. However, the word thesaurus has come to be used in a broader 
sense in keeping with its definition in the Longman Dictionary of Con
temporary English, fifth edition (2009) as {<a book in which words are 
put into groups with other words that have similar meanings,J. The 
OLT itself notes in its Introduction the definition of the Oxford Dic
tionary of English (2003): ua book that lists words in groups of syn
onyms and related concepts5,. Moreover, there has been a noticeable 
trend toward giving encoding dictionaries for learners an A-Z format, 
as in Longman Language Activator (1993, 2002), Oxford Learner's Word- 
finder Dictionary (1997), and the American Heritage Thesaurus for 
Learners of English (2002).

The fundamental difference between thesauri for native speakers and 
learners, thesauri is whether or not their users are expected to be famil
iar with words provided as synonyms, that is, alternative ways to 
express the idea they have. The main function of a thesaurus for native 
speakers is to activate a user’s mental lexicon by providing as many 
choices as possible. The Introduction of the Oxford Thesaurus of Eng
lish (2004) states:

In this book, the broadest possible definition of the term <synonym, 
has been adopted, as being the one that will be most useful to 
users. Even words whose meaning is quite distantly related to that 
of the headword are supplied if they can be used to get the same 
message across in some contexts or if they are synonymous with a 
part of the meaning of the headword, (p. viii)

Its basic principle is that offering more possibilities will cover a variety 
of contexts users may be in. As for the main purpose, it is to help users 
find the most appropriate or a better word to express their idea in order 
to refine the text they produce.
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A thesaurus thus helps you to express yourself more accurately and 
in more interesting and varied ways. It is an invaluable tool for 
anyone who writes, whether for memos and reports at work, essays 
and dissertations at school and college, letters to business contacts, 
friends, or potential employers, or creative writing for a living or 
for pleasure. A thesaurus can provide the answer when a word is 
on the tip of your tongue, or it can expand your vocabulary to help 
you find new ways of saying what you want to. A thesaurus can also 
help in solving crossword puzzles and with many other word 
games, (p. vii)

On the other hand, a learner’s thesaurus can be said to be a vocabulary 
learning tool. Of course, it also functions as a memory jogging tool, as 
does a general thesaurus. Given several choices, users are reminded of 
words they wanted to use but which did not spring to mind. However, 
the primary functions of a learner’s thesaurus are to (1) make users 
aware of different connotations or shades of meaning synonyms have 
and to (2) enable users to choose and use the most appropriate word, 
which may not be part of their (active) vocabulary, in order to express 
their idea. Lea (2008: 545) explains what the OLT aims to do as fol
lows:

The challenge for the learner is to know when two words can 
substitute for each other and when they cannot. The challenge for 
us was to produce a learner^ thesaurus that would enable users to 
do just that. It would need to fill in gaps in their knowledge about 
the meaning and usage of words they have met before: what exactly 
are the differences between easy and simple} And it would need to 
introduce them to new, more precise and more interesting words 
and expressions ——effortless, painless, plain sailing — together with 
enough information about meaning and context to enable them to 
use them correctly.

In a learner’s thesaurus, users are guided through words they are 
familiar with to (more sophisticated) words that are unfamiliar or only 
vaguely familiar. If they are not given appropriate explanation about 
when and how to use these words, they can be misled and end up 
making dictionary-oriented mistakes. Therefore, a learner’s thesaurus
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requires explicit definitions to differentiate synonyms and examples to 
illustrate subtle differences between synonyms. These features show 
typical usage or appropriate context of use, which a thesaurus for native 
speakers does not usually provide.

3. Macrostructure
In this section, we will first introduce the OLT's access structure, 

which is chiefly alphabetical, and then analyze its headwords in terms 
of their types and selection.

3.1. Access structure
As mentioned above, the OLT is a thesaurus with its headwords 

alphabetically arranged. A user can find a word they are looking for 
straightaway in the main A-to-Z section if the word in question itself 
represents an entry, or in the alphabetical index, which contains all the 
headwords and synonyms listed under them, at the end of the diction
ary. For example, if you are looking for a word more appropriate than 
the adjective good, you can first look for it in the main text and find the 
entry good in it. From the entry, which is subdivided into seven mean
ings, you are further referred to other closely related entries. Sense 1 of 
good tells you to see the entries better, excellent, great and wonder
ful, and sense 2 directs you to the entries adequate and fine for fur
ther possibilities, and the like. You can also go to the index, where you 
are referred to 16 entries or expressions the adjective good appears in: 
GOOD 1, GOOD 2, GOOD 3, GOOD 4, GOOD 5, GOOD 6, GOOD 7, HEALTHY, 
kind, nice 1, sunny, valuable 2, well, in a good mood, a good bet, 
have a good time. After each suggested entry, a short example to 
illustrate the word sense is given in round brackets — kind (good of 
you to come), sunny (if the weather’s good), for instance — so that a 
user can tell in what sense the word good is used. When a word you start 
with is not as frequent as the adjective good, it is not as likely to merit 
its own entry. In that case, you would do better by going straight to the 
index. Bogaards (2008: 319) finds this two-step search troublesome and 
states that UI wonder whether a system without such an index would
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not have been feasible. It would certainly have been more user- 
friendly.”

However, both these access structures are put together in the CD- 
ROM. To take the same example, if you type in good, then you are 
taken to the entry good, where you are guided to other relevant entries 
and you can jump to any of them by clicking on a word you chose. You 
are also given the list of all the entries which include the word good 
regardless of its part of speech in the window named (See this word in，. 
Most likely, the list gets generated automatically, so that it sometimes 
contains entries which do not seem particularly relevant, such as truth, 
where you find good faith, and option, where you find a good/safe bet.

There is also a topic index, which deals with thirty topics such as the 
arts, describing people, fame and fashion, health, money, politics and so 
on. Topics are alphabetically listed and under each topic, users can find 
a list of related entries. In the CD-ROM, users can create their own 
topics in “My Topics” by clicking the icon “Add to My Topics” in the 
A to Z section. This may be of use to learners who are engaged in an 
essay writing task.

3.2. Headwords
In this section we examine headwords, or entries. The OLD does not 

reveal the exact number of its entries, but says that it has over 2,000 
entries (p. viii). However, by our count the number of the entries is 
1,973. We will first analyze what constitutes the headword list and then 
discuss how headwords or entries were selected and whether the selec
tion can be considered appropriate for Japanese learners of English.

3.2.1. Constituents of the headword list
The headwords consist mainly of nouns, adjectives, adverbs and 

verbs. It should also be noted, or made clear to users that not only 
single words but also compounds and phrases are built into entries in 
the OLT. This is due to its rigid principle that the most frequent item 
in a synonym group makes its headword. Noun compounds such as the 
general public, good thing, turning point, and the middle class,
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make noun entries. Adjective entries include phrases such as in love, 
mentally ill, used to sth and prone to sth, though with the exception 
of mentally illy they are labeled as phrase within a given entry. Similarly, 
some verb entries are phrases and idioms such as be attracted to, give 
way, look like sb/sth, be/feel sorry for sb, take advantage of sb/ 
sth, take care of yourself, and take your time. They are labeled 
either phrase or idiom when they are described as individual synonyms 
in the entry.

Accordingly, we can assume that headwords are not labeled according 
to their own linguistic status, but to the grammatical category the whole 
entry has. For example, at the entry for take advantage of, which is 
labeled as verb, we can find the following items as synonyms: take 
advantage of sb/sth (idiom), inconvenience [t (= transitive)], impose [i 
(=intransitive)], put sb out (phrasal verb). All the synonymous expres
sions, regardless of their grammatical categories, are verbal phrases, and 
it is therefore appropriate to label the whole entry as verb.

However, this assumption does not work well as there are also quite 
a few entries labeled as phrasal verb. Examples of phrasal verb entries 
are: bring sb up, come up with sth, confine sb/sth to sth, consist 
of sb/sth, deal with sb/sth, depend on/upon sth, dictate to sb, 
fight back, get in, and get out. Also, there are entries which are 
labeled as phrase or idiom: (be) in favour (of sb/sth) (phrase) and lose 
your temper (idiom) though the number of such entries seems very 
small. The entry bring sb up has the following set of synonyms: bring 
sb up (phrasal verb), adopt [i, t], raise [t], rear [t], foster [t, i] and be 
born and bred (idiom). Needless to say, not all of these six lexical items 
are phrasal verbs. Therefore, the part-of-speech indication phrasal verb 
given to the headword only applies to the headword itself, but not to the 
whole entry. On the other hand, entries of such phrasal verbs ^ fend sbj 
sth qZ/and suffer from are labeled as verb. The editorial policy regarding 
the indication of part-of-speech membership is not easy to comprehend 
and may be confusing to users.
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3.2.2. Choice of headwords
The Introduction says aall the words and expressions included are 

such as might reasonably form part of a learner’s active vocabulary”， 

and that aSynonym groups were based around key words, mostly drawn 
from a 3,000-word core vocabulary for learners^ (p. vi). The 3,000- 
word core vocabulary here means the Oxford 3000™, which is ucare- 
fully selected by a group of language experts and experienced teachers 
as the words which should receive priority in vocabulary study because 
of their importance and usefulness^ (OALD7: R99). The compilation of 
the list was based mainly on frequency data drawn from the British 
National Corpus and Oxford Corpus Collection, and on familiarity to 
users of English. In other words, the list was not simply made accord
ing to frequency, but was compiled with pedagogical considerations. It 
is crucial that headwords are the words potential users would be famil
iar with as they provide access to more appropriate words.

We compared the OLT headword list to the JACET List of 8000 
Basic Words (JACET 8000), which is a vocabulary list designed 
uniquely for Japanese learners of English, in order to evaluate the 
OLT's accessibility for Japanese users. The JACET 8000 was compiled 
on the basis of frequency data drawn from the BNC and supplementary 
subcorpora created by the JACET team to reflect needs of Japanese 
learners, and was then further edited to meet their needs. It is a learning 
vocabulary list for Japanese learners of English, but can be, at the same 
time, considered as a yardstick to measure how familiar the OLT's 
headwords may be to Japanese learners. Both the headword list of the 
OLT and the JACET 8000 are a vocabulary list compiled based on 
frequency and pedagogic appropriateness.

Ten headwords are taken at every 50 pages, and a total of 180 head
words were compared to the JACET 8000. The List has eight levels, 
and the levels to which the headwords randomly chosen correspond are 
tabulated in Table 1 below.
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Table 1 Comparison of the OLT's headwords to the JACET List of 
8000 Basic Words

Level the number of headwords

1 70 (38.9%)

2 46 (25.6%)

3 21 (11.7%)

4 13 (7.2%)

5 8 (4.4%)

6 8 (4.4%)

7 2 (1.1%)

8 2 (1.1%)

Not included in the list 10 (5.6%)

(Percentages in round brackets are rounded off to the second decimal 
places.)

The Table shows that 76.2% of the headwords in the sampled pages are 
covered by words from Level 1 to Level 3, which may indicate that the 
OLT's choice of headwords is successful in making the dictionary, on 
the whole, quite accessible at least to Japanese learners. The ten head
words that were not included in the List (5.6%) are: basics (n.), cow
ard (n.), cramped (adj.), disable (v.), eradicate (v.), evade (v.), 
forbidden (adj.), put sth out (ph. v.), travelling (adj.), treacherous 
(adj.), but basic (Level 1), forbid (Level 5), put (Level 1), and travel 
(Level 1) are included in the List. Therefore, the percentage of head
words which are not in the list is actually very small.

However, in just quickly flipping through the dictionary, we notice 
that it still has some entry words, such as accomplice, vandalize and 
loss-making, which are not highly frequent items and are considered 
to be of advanced level. In terms of less frequent items, cross-referenc
ing from less frequent headwords to more frequent ones is necessary in 
order to avoid loss of information. For example, the entry vandalize 
can be cross-referenced from the entry for damage. Or vandalize should 
be dealt with in the entry damage, as in the Oxford Thesaurus of Eng
lish, the second edition (2004). The Longman Language Activator, sec
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ond edition (2002), also has vandalize under the concept of damage^ 
which is considered a much more accessible word to learners.

4. Microstructure
Now we look into information provided in an entry. Atkins and Run- 

dell (2008: 409) specify principal elements of an encoding dictionary as 
follows: (1) precise semantic features, (2) collocational and selectional 
preferences, (3) sociolinguistic features, (4) pragmatic and connotative 
features, and (5) contextual information. It can be said that the OLT 
does take all these factors into consideration and tries to describe words 
with similar meaning as clearly and distinctively as possible. In the 
OLT, (1) is described mainly by definition, notes, 'Synonym scale5, and 
pictorial illustration; (2) is by 'Patterns and collocations5, definition, and 
examples; (3) and (4) are by labels; and (5) is by examples and notes. In 
the following discussion, we will examine each of the information cat
egories, as well as synonyms dealt with.

4.1. Entry format
First of all, what an entry consists of will be briefly described. Within 

an entry, the most frequent lexical item of all the synonyms given com
prises the headword, which is printed in blue and a larger font. Some 
entries refer users to other related entries by giving a note: <£See also the 
entry/entries for A list of synonyms to be dealt with in the entry 
is given in order of frequency. Right under the list, a brief definition is 
provided to explain the general, shared meaning of all the synonyms. 
Some entries have ‘Synonym scale’（Section 4.8)，which lines all the 
words up along an arrow in order of strength, with the weakest on the 
left and the strongest on the right. Below that, typical patterns and 
grammatical and lexical collocations shared by two or more synonyms 
in the group are presented in blue under the heading of 'PATTERNS 
AND COLLOCATIONS5 (section 4.2). Then, synonyms are presented 
in order of frequency, from the most frequent to the least frequent. 
Each synonym, followed by grammatical information such as parts of 
speech, countability (in cases of nouns), transitivity (in cases of verbs),
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and usage labels (section 4.6), is defined and illustrated. Derivatives are 
sometimes given without a definition, but with one or two short exam
ples. Pronunciation is not usually given, except for {<more difficult 
words55 (inside the front cover) in the paper version, but both British 
and American pronunciations are, of course, given in the CD-ROM. 
Two types of notes supplement definitions and try to differentiate 
between synonyms as clearly as possible. Boxed NOTEs compare and 
contrast two or three synonyms and explain differences between them 
(inside the front cover) (Section 4.7.1). On the other hand, 'Information 
note5 is to ugive extra information about one particular word or expres- 
sion”（p. vii) (Section 4.7.2). Also，antonyms are given to some syn- 
onyms，preceded by the sign [oppJ.

4.2. Patterns and collocations
Types of typical patterns and collocations provided are different from 

entry to entry, but the patterns covered are tabulated below in Table 2. 
The left column shows typical patterns and collocations dealt with, and 
examples are shown accordingly.

Table 2 Types of patterns and collocations

noun entry adjective entry verb entry adverb entry

preposi
tion +

in anger/rage/ 
fury/outrage/ 
indignation, by 
origin/descent/ 
birth

+ prepo
sition

an exchange / a 
swap / a reversal 
between A and
B, a fashion/ 
vogue/fad/trend/ 
craze for sth

amenable/sub
missive to sb/sth, 
precise/accurate/ 
specific about 
sb/sth

differ/diverge 
from sth, range/ 
vary from sth to 
sth

noun

passenger/ 
commuter fares/ 
services/traffic/ 
trains, party/ 
dance/disco/rave 
music

partial/incom
plete informa
tion, an incom
plete/unfinished
sentence

pay/settle/meet/ 
clear your debts, 
waste/lose/throw 
away/squander/ 
blow a fortune
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adjective

public/wide
spread anger/ 
outrage/indigna
tion, a regular 
passenger/ 
traveller/com
muter

become/get/grow
fat/old

usually/normal
ly/generally/
commonly
accepted,
often/routinely
available

adverb

emotionally
difficult/chal
lenging/demand
ing/taxing, very/ 
extremely/ 
sadly disap
pointed/disillu
sioned

differ/range/vary
enormously,
value/prize sth
highly

most usually/
often/generally/
commonly,
fairly/very
often/frequently

verb

an idea / a 
thought/a 
notion strikes 
sb, overcome a 
disadvantage/ 
drawback/pitfall/ 
snag

turn pale/white/ 
grey, look weak/ 
frail/delicate

try to under
stand / relate to / 
identify with / 
empathize (with) 
(sb/sth), agree 
to disagree/differ

occur often/ 
frequently, crop 
up occasionally / 
from time to
time

gram
matical
pattern

the idea/thought/ 
concept/notion 
that. . ., a tactic/ 
device/ploy/ 
manoeuvre to do
sth

be likely/possi
ble/probably
that. . ., all 
right/OK/fit to
do sth

enj oy/relish/revel 
in / delight in 
doing sth, to 
find/find out/ 
hear/discover/ 
learn that...

sentence
pattern

the fact/truth (of 
the matter) is
that...

make sb angry/
mad/cross, find
sth worrying/
disturbing/
unsettling/
disconcerting/
unnerving

have sth
cleaned/washed/ 
shampooed/ 
dry-cleaned, It is 
recommended/ 
advised/advo
cated/urged 
that...

others

a bit of an
exception / an 
anomaly / a freak / 
an oddity

fit and well/ 
healthy/strong

be free to
decide/choose/
determine
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A look at the table may tell us that the information provided is sure to 
be useful to users. However, it can be quite hard to go through a list, 
especially when the list is rather long (as in result and control). The list 
does not distinguish lexical collocations, grammatical collocations, or 
sentence patterns, so that where to look for what is not clear to users.

Sometimes, the way some collocations are presented makes accept
ability of other collocations obscure. At the entry for the noun claimy 
four synonymous nouns are given: claim, allegation^ assertion^ and con
tention, and nine patterns and collocations are given. Among them are: 
“to reject a claim / an assertion / a contention” and “to dispute a claim / 
contention,5. The noun allegation is not given as a collocate of reject, and 
assertion is not given as a noun collocate of dispute. However, reject an 
allegation and dispute an assertion are both given in the Oxford Colloca
tions Dictionary for Students of English (hereafter OCDSE). The cGuide 
to Thesaurus Entries’ inside the front cover simply says that “patterns 
and collocations shows the prepositions, structures and words that 
typically combine with two or more synonyms in the groups, and it 
does not say that patterns and collocations not listed are unacceptable, 
or that the ones listed are of higher frequency. However, some exercises 
in ‘Thesaurus Trainer’（p. xi) ask users to delete words which do not fit 
patterns or collocations making reference to ‘Patterns and collocations’ 
sections. Users may well learn that patterns and collocations users do 
not find there are not acceptable or correct.

4.3. Synonyms
Early in Section 3.2.2, explanation about the choice of headwords is 

given. In this section, we will discuss how synonyms treated under each 
headword or each sense of the headword were chosen and presented to 
the users.

4.3.1. Choice of synonyms
The OLT explains its selection of synonyms in synonym groups as 

follows:
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As many synonyms as possible were gathered for each key word. 
The words in each group were then ordered according to frequency 
across a range of corpora. . . . Less frequent words were rejected. 
The aim was to present learners with manageable groups of 
between three and ten synonyms, (p. vii)

Frequency is the key element in selecting synonyms as well as ordering 
them in a group. Phrasal verbs and idioms as well as single words are 
given as synonymous expressions as they become headwords (Section 
3.2.1). For example, the entry for accompany has: accompany, go with sb 
(phrasal verb), tag along (phrasal verb), and keep sb company (idiom). 
Moreover，what they call “phrases” are included as synonyms.

Synonyms dealt with are basically loose synonyms as “‘complete’ 
synonymy is impossible as no two words ever have exactly the same 
sense in terms of denotation, connotation, formality or currency,> (Hart
mann and James: entry for synonymy). In some entries, co-hyponyms or 
superordinates are also provided. For example, the entry church has 
the following synonyms: church, temple, mosque, shrine, cathedral, cha
pel, synagogue, abbey, sanctuary, place of worship. Church becomes the 
headword since it is the most frequently used word in this group; how
ever, place of worship has the most general meaning here, and most of 
the other words are its hyponyms as the definition of place of worship is 
ua building where people of a particular religion go to worship, such as 
a church, temple, mosque or synagogue55. So, place of worship is a 
superordinate of church. Cathedral and abbey can be considered as co- 
hyponyms of church, and the relation between church and chapel can be 
regarded as meronymy.

It should be also noted that quite a few taboo words are included in 
the OLT. For example, the entry nonsense contains three taboo words 
in its eight synonyms: bullshit, crap, B.S.. The first two are all labeled 
“taboo, slang，spoken, disapproving” and is labeled “AmE，taboo, 
slang55. An information note is given to bullshit and crap to warn users 
against using those terms casually.

Bullshit is very common in spoken English, used especially to say
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that you think that what sb has just said is nonsense. However, it 
should only be used in an informal situation to sb who is your 
equal in age and status. If said to sb who is older or who considers 
themselves more important than you, it could cause very great 
offence

A similar example is the entry villain, which has four taboo words in 
its nine synonyms. However, we cannot recognize the necessity of 
including taboo words, especially when there are a plenty of alternatives 
as in the entry poor, second sense. As words to “describe something 
that is of a low standard or quality,5, five adjectives, poor, bad, cheapy 
lowy and dismal^ are first given. Then, two taboo words, crap and shit, 
are given with three other adjectives, inferior, hopeless, and second-rate. 
Another example is the entry for very (adverb). Among its eleven syn
onyms, bloody (BrE, taboo, slang) is given. The core target users of the 
OLT are learners of English, and as long as the main purpose of a the
saurus is to help learners to produce English, offering words which the 
dictionary does not encourage users to use, especially when adequate 
choices are available, is fairly doubtful.

4.3.2. The number of synonyms
The OLT explains that each entry has abetween three and ten syn

onyms, a maximum of twelve synonyms in each group55 (p. vi), and that 
u[i]n a few cases the upper limit was extended to twelve; a few entries 
present just a pair of synonyms, when there simply was not a third 
synonym to add to the number^ (p. vii). The exact number of syn
onyms is not revealed by the editors, but according to the Introduction, 
the overall number of both synonyms and opposites is over 17,000 
(p. vi). We counted how many synonyms are provided in each group 
and tabulated the results below. The left column shows the number of 
synonyms provided in each group, and the right column shows the 
number of synonym groups.
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Table 3 The number of synonyms per synonym group

the number of synonyms per group the number of synonym groups

2 38

3 215

4 399

5 423

6 423

7 328

8 253

9 157

10 90

11 35

12 8

13 1

14,099 synonyms in total 2,371 synonym groups in total

According to our count, a total of 14,099 synonyms is given. (The num
ber contains those synonyms which appear in more than one sense of a 
synonym group.) The average number of synonyms per group is 5.95, 
and the modes are five and six synonyms per group. It is a demanding 
task to achieve the right balance between offering variety to users and 
keeping them from getting lost among too many choices. In the OLT, 
in order to attain a good range of choices to offer while giving accurate 
and detailed descriptions of synonyms, it allows each synonym to 
appear in only one synonym group.

The essential point to consider was the needs of the learners for 
whom the thesaurus wasdesigned. It needed to offer both depth 
and range. The depth of information — in the form of definitions 
and guidance on usage 一 needed to be much greater than is offered 
in a traditional thesaurus. The range could be less, but could still 
be maximized by avoiding repetition. It was decided that each 
word could appear in only one synonym group (or in one synonym 
group for each of its senses, in the case of polysemous words). Each 
synonym group was to appear once. (Lea 2008: 546)
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It will require user study to assess whether offering a choice of five or 
six (or any other figure) is most appropriate for users. However, com
pared to thesauri for native speakers, the average number of synonyms 
treated in one synonym group is much smaller and easier to handle.

4.4. Definition
This section will first look at the OLT^s editorial policy on definitions 

and then argues its actual practice. Atkins and Rundell (2008: 450) state 
that a good definition requires two things: “content and form”. It is 
emphasized in the Introduction of the OLT that (1) definitions need to 
be succinct so as to be read and comprehended easily; and (2) they need 
to differentiate synonyms as clearly as possible (Lea 2008: 547). Lea 
(ibid.) explains how carefully definitions are written in the OLT:

These [= definitions] had to be worded very carefully, so that any 
variation in the wording, however slight, signalled a distinct, if 
subtle, variation in meaning, which could be supported with evi
dence from the corpus, illustrated in the example sentences. Any 
differences that could not be wholly accounted for within the defi
nitions and examples would be treated in tinted notes that clearly 
contrasted two or three of the words in the entry.

In terms of readability, definitions of the OLT may be considered intel
ligible to its intended users since it can be reasonably assumed that its 
definitions are basically written using the Oxford 3000, defining vocab
ulary. As we will discuss shortly later, quite a few of the definitions are 
found to be the same as in the OALD7, which uses the Oxford 3000.

As for content, the OLT seems to adopt a policy of providing expla
nations which clearly differentiate synonyms to be defined. However, 
most of the definitions of the OLT are not newly written for the OLT, 
but are taken from or developed from the OALD7. We selected, as our 
sample, the first three sets of 10 entries from every 100 pages, e.g. 
abandon - accompany (pp. 1-4), child-claim (pp. 100-103), and 
difficulty — disable (pp. 200—204), and compared them to the corre
sponding entries in the OALD7. The results of the comparison, albeit 
on such a small scale, suggest clearly that the OLT was compiled based
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on the OALD7. Our 30-entry sample contains 187 synonyms and 455 
examples. As for definitions, 104 out of 187 synonyms have the same 
definition as the OALD7, and 35 synonyms are given definitions only 
slightly altered from their counterparts in the OALD7. That is to say, 
about 75% of the definitions are practically identical to those in the 
OLT. Even the definitions that are not identical to those in the OALD7 
seem to have been developed from the OALD7. In cases where clearer 
differentiation is necessary between synonyms, definitions seem to be 
revised. For example, at the entry for accelerate, the definitions of speed 
and hasten are more precise in describing the range of typical objects 
than the OALDTs.

speed
OALD7: (formal) to make sth happen more quickly 
OLT: {written) to make sth happen sooner or faster, especially sb/

sth’s recovery or the development of sth
hasten
OALD7: {formal) to make sth happen sooner or more quickly 
OLT: (written) to make sth happen sooner or faster, especially the

death, destruction or end of sb/sth

In other cases, information about selection restriction is added in round 
brackets. In the entry for abnormal^ no change has been made to the 
definitions of deviant and anomalous^ but what sort of nouns are typi
cally modified by the adjectives is specified.

deviant
OALD7: different from what most people consider to be normal and 

acceptable
OLT: {disapproving) (of people or their behaviour) different from

what most people consider to be normal and acceptable
anomalous

7: (/brma/) different from what is normal or expected 
OLT: (formal) (especially of facts or situations) different from what

is normal or expected
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Deliberate efforts to provide close synonyms with distinctive defini
tions are observed throughout in the OLT. Nevertheless, the OLT 
admits that there are cases where synonym definitions cannot be 
avoided. In cases where synonyms compared are very often inter
changeable and are, therefore, hard to distinguish, a synonym may be 
simply defined by another synonym and supplemented by a boxed note. 
For example, hard as a synonym of difficult is defined merely as udiffi- 
cult” and followed by a note.

difficult: not easy; needing effort or skill to do or understand 
hard: difficult
DIFFICULT OR HARD? Hard is slightly less formal than difficult.
It is used particularly in the structure hard to believe/say I find/ take/ 
come by, etc., although difficult can also be used in any of these 
examples.

The note explains that these two words are used in almost the same 
way, though there is a slight stylistic difference between them. (See 
Section 4.7 more about notes.) Being informed about the fact that two 
synonyms are virtually interchangeable is as useful as learning about 
subtle differences between them. What is important is that users need 
to be informed that synonym definitions in the OLT do not result from 
a lack of due care, but are deliberately given.

4.5. Examples
This section will first explain some policies on exemplification in the 

OLT, and then report some findings about how illustrative examples 
are actually presented. One cardinal principle the OLT applies is that 
every synonym (and its derivative[s]) are exemplified with sentence 
examples. In our sampling (see Section 3.4), the average number of 
examples per synonym is 2.1, and an average of 1.6 examples is added 
to each synonym in the CD-ROM. In terms of examples, too, the main 
resource is the OALD7. Examples are carefully chosen to fulfill the fol
lowing purposes: (1) <cto show the most typical and distinctive usage 
patterns” (p. vii) and (2) to ureflect the differences indicated in the
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definitions”（Lea 2008: 548). Therefore，a synonym illustrated in such 
an example is not (fully) interchangeable with other synonyms given in 
the same group {ibid.). Take a look at the entry person for example. 
Person is the most frequent and general word for ua man, woman or 
child” and is simply defined as “a man，woman or child; sb who is not 
identified55. Human is, on the other hand, is defined in relation to things 
that are not persons: “a person rather than an animal, a machine or, in 
science fiction, a creature from another planet,5, and its examples read:

Dogs can hear much better than humans. \ More work is needed on the 
interface between humans and machines.

Both these examples clearly illustrate that the word human is used in 
contrast to animals or machines. It would sound odd to replace humans 
with persons. Another synonym, individual^ is defined as <ca person con
sidered separately rather than as a part of group55 and is given the fol
lowing examples:

The competition is open to both teams and individuals. \ The teacher 
should treat each student as an individual. \ Each course has to be 
tailored to the needs of the individual. \ The school’s reputation 
is being ruined by the bad behaviour of a few individuals.

In the examples above, individual is contrasted with a team, or a group 
as a whole. Also, they show common patterns or collocations such as 
{treat someone) as an individual and the needs of the individual. According 
to Atkins and Rundell (2008: 458)，examples should be “natural and 
typical”，“informative” and “intelligible”，and the OLTP’s examples，in 
general，have these three essential elements for a learner’s dictionary.

However, examples are not especially chosen for the OLT. About 
half of the examples in the OLT are exactly or almost the same as those 
found in the OALD7. As for the rest, more than half are developed 
from phrase examples in the OALD7. For example, preference in the 
sense of “a thing that is liked better or best” is illustrated with one 
phrase example in the OALD7: a study of consumer preferences, which is 
changed into a sentence in the OLT: They are undertaking a study of 
consumer preferences. In some cases, the OLT does not use examples in



the OALD7 and gives new or adapted ones, often to show more idiom
atic or fixed expressions. For example, admission at the entry for access 
has nine (four in the paper version and five in the CD-ROM) examples, 
and three of them, that is (b), (e), (h) below, are the same as the 
OALD7, another three of them, (a), (d), (f), are developed or adapted 
from the corresponding ones in the OALD7y and another three, (c), (g), 
(i), are new to the OLT.
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Examples of admission in the OLT and in the OALD7

OLT
(a) Last admission 30 minutes before closing time.
(b) Hospital admission for asthma attacks have doubled.
(c) Admission is by ticket only.
(d) The country has applied for admission to the European Union. 
[CD-ROM]
(e) Hospital admission is not necessary in most cases.
(f) She works in the college admission office.
(g) Admission is free and no booking is required.
(h) They tried to get into the club but were refused admission.
(i) There is an admission fee of $10.

OALD7
Hospital admission is not necessary in most cases. = (e)
Hospital admission for asthma attacks have doubled. = (b) 
countries applying for admission to the European Union ^ (d) 
the university admission policy/office % (f)
Last admissions to the park are at 4 p.m. ^ (a)
They tried to get into the club but were refused admission. % (h) 
She failed to gain admission to the university of her choice.

What is common to (c), (g), (i) is that they are all idiomatic expressions 
used in certain situations. Instead, a verb+noun collocation gain admis
sion is not illustrated in any example, which is probably because the
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collocation is shown in cPatterns and collocations’.
Also, the OLT provides new examples to synonyms which are not 

exemplified in the OALD7 due to their low frequency. For example, 
mosque is not provided examples in the OALD7y but is given an exam
ple (at the entry church): We were woken by the call to prayer from a 
nearby mosque. The same is true of words like soot (under dirt), break
fast (verb) (under dine), and conurbation (under city).

As mentioned above, more examples are given in the CD-ROM. Not 
all the synonyms are necessarily given extra examples. If you see a plus 
sign under examples, the same ones you find in the paper version, and 
click the sign, then extra examples are displayed. In our sampling, the 
number of extra examples comes close to double of that in the paper 
version (455 examples in the paper edition, and 303 extra examples in 
the CD-ROM). The majority of added examples (about 80%) are newly 
added to the CD-ROM. It is certainly more beneficial for learners to 
observe more typical usages of a word defined. For example, come to 
terms with at the entry for accept is given only one example in the paper 
version: She is still coming terms with her son^s death. However, three 
extra examples give users more ideas about what kind of unpleasant or 
sad situation may come as objects: He said he had finally come to terms 
with his sexuality., They are trying to come to terms with the implications 
of the diagnosis'^ and He}s struggling to come to terms with the disappoint
ment of missing the final. Sexuality is one of the common collocates, and 
possibility of serious illness and shock of defeat are good examples to 
illustrate how this phrase is used. Voter at the entry for citizen may be 
another good example to demonstrate that extra examples try to cover 
lexical collocations. While the paper edition has only one example with 
an adjective + noun collocation eligible voter in it: Only 60% of eligible 
voters actually used their vote., the CD-ROM gives six extra examples:

A clear majority of voters were in favour of the plan. 〇 In this elec
tion, voters chose candidates who promised economic security. 〇> More 
than two million voters participated in the election. 〇 Voter turnout 
was very low. 〇 The opposition alleged voter intimidation by the 
army. ◊ Many traditional Tory voters have said they are disillu
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sioned with the party’s leadership.

Every one of them shows a typical pattern or collocation in it: voters be 
in favour of, voters choose, voters participate iny voter turnout, voter 
intimidation and Tory (or any political party) voters.

However, criteria for extra-exemplification are not clear. While some 
synonyms with only one or two examples in the paper edition are not 
always supplemented, some synonyms with quite a few examples are 
given even more example. In the case of select at the entry choose, 
seven examples are given, and nine more examples are added in the 
CD-ROM. Another example is route at the entry direction. The CD- 
ROM gives seven more examples, together with three examples in the 
paper edition, but this makes it rather difficult to read through them, 
especially when each example does not start a new line. On the other 
hand, youthful at the entry childish has only one example (She brought 
a tremendous youthful enthusiasm to the job.)y but is not given any extra 
examples. Information about common collocates would make it clearer 
how youthful is typically used as the Longman Dictionary of Contempo
rary English^ fifth edition (2009) gives the following two sets of colloca
tion of youthful: youthful enthusiasml energy j vigour and youthful appear - 
ance I looks I complexion. Considering that general learners’ dictionaries 
give less frequent items fewer examples, a more systematic approach to 
provide extra examples for less frequent items would be welcome.

It has been shown that the OLT examples try to illustrate as many 
typical patterns of usage as possible. They avoid repeating lexical col
locations given in the ‘Patterns and collocations’ section. However, 
consistency is lacking in the use of bold type in examples. In the 
OALD7, it is explained that acommon phrases^ are shown in bold type, 
and common phrases seem to mean lexical collocations (e.g. to have an 
accident, a serious/minor accident) and fixed expressions (e.g. an 
accessory before j after the fact，an accident of birthjfate j history, 
Muscular aches and pains can be soothed by a relaxing massage.). In 
the OLT, our examination reveals (1) grammatical collocations and 
grammatical patterns; and (2) phrasal verbs are shown in boldface.
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(1) grammatical collocations and grammatical patterns 
e.g. favourite under choice

OALD7: This song is a particular favourite of mine.
OLT: This song is a particular favourite of mine.
OALD7: These biscuits are great favourites with the children.
OLT: These cakes are great favourites with the children.

Verb patterns and prepositions shown in brackets in the OALD7 are 
indicated in boldface in the OLT.

e.g. accept under accept
CL4LZ)7:〜sth (as sth) They accept the risks as part of the job.
OLT:
OALD7: [Vthat] 

OLT:

They accept the risks as part of the job. 
He just refuse to accept that his father was no 
longer there.
He just refuse to accept that his father was no 
longer there.

e.g. opt under choose
OALD7: opt (for/against sth): After graduating she opted for a

career in music.
OLT: After graduating she opted for a

career in music.

(2) phrasal verbs
e.g. decide under choose

We’re still trying to decide on a venue, 
e.g. opt under choose

Employees may opt out of the company^ pension plan.

However, the typographical treatment of lexical collocations is not con
sistent. In some cases, lexical collocations highlighted in the OALD7 
are not marked in any way.

OALD7: All our hotels have been carefully selected for the excellent 
value they provide.
All our hotels have been carefully selected for the excellent valueOLT:
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OALD7:
OLT:
OALD7:
OLT:
OALD7:
OLT:

they provide.
How did the thieves gain entry into the building?
How did the thieves gain entry into the building? 
a car I road I traffic accident, a climbing! riding accident 
a roadj traffic accident, a climbing I riding accident 
I can call back later — it3s no trouble.
I can call back later ——it’s no trouble at all.

In many other cases, lexical collocations are marked in boldface.

OALD7:
OLT:
OALD7:
OLT:
OALD7:
OLT:
OALD7:
OLT:

There is wheelchair access to most of the facilities.
There is wheelchair access to most of the facilities.
She is the star attraction of the show.
She is the star attraction of the show.
Students must have access to good resources.
Students must have access to good resources.
You need a password to get access to the computer room. 
You need a password to get access to the computer room.

Overuse of boldface will lessen its impact and can make the text hard to 
read through; however, typographical consistency should be at least 
achieved.

4.6. Labels
The number of labels in the OLT is much larger than that in the 

OALD7. In our sampling, 65 out of 187 synonyms (about 35%) are 
labeled, and 45 out of 65 labels (about 70%) are newly added to the 
OLT. The list of usage labels given at the back of the dictionary 
(p. 1006), and various types of labels are given: attitude labels {approv
ing^ disapproving)y regional labels (BrE, AmE), style labels (literary)^ 
subject labels {journalism^ law, computing) etc. What is unique to the list 
is to have labels like rather formal and rather informal.

For productive use the usual gradations of formal, informal and 
slang are not really sufficient. Consider the following sets of words: 
pick — choice - selection; bargain on sth — expect - anticipate; all right
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-safe - unscathed. These words all appear unmarked in each of the 
five main advanced learner’s dictionaries* and indeed, none of 
these words is really informal or really formal; and yet, across each 
set there is a fairly clear gradation of register from the less formal 
to the more formal. In the OLT six levels of formality are recog
nized, including rather formal and rather informal. (Lea 549)
* OALD, Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, Macmillan English 
Dictionary，Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary, Collins Cobuild 
Advanced Learner’s Dictionary.

In addition to register labels of six levels: slang — informal — rather for
mal —neither formal nor informal — rather formal — formal^ the OLT uses 
spoken and written labels as uthese very often coincide with the informal 
and the formal, but not always^. (Lea 2008: 549). Some of the words 
the OALD7 labels 2^ formal are labeled written in the OLT. (Examples 
are: speed, hasten, quicken at the entry for accelerate.) The OLT tries to 
be more specific about linguistic features of synonyms compared in 
order to make one synonym distinguishable from another. Frequent use 
of especially as in especially written and especially journalism is notice
able. Also, combination of more than one or two labels is frequently 
observed: tag along (rather informal, sometimes disapproving), be of 
service (formal, spoken), do away with sth (rather informal, especially 
spoken, often approving). We can regard these as results of the OLTys 
effort to disambiguate synonyms.

(Sections 1-4.6 by Komuro)

4.7. NOTE and 〇 (Information) NOTE
We will look at the NOTE and 〇 NOTE in this section. In the 'Guide 

to Thesaurus Entries, in the inside of the front cover, there is a descrip
tion that anote compares and contrasts two or three words from the 
group to help you understand exactly what the differences are” and © 
NOTE “gives extra information about one particular word.” According 
to our count, 580 synonym groups (24.5%) out of 2,371 groups have 
neither NOTE nor 〇 NOTE, and 1,791 synonym groups (75.5%) have 
either a NOTE or ® NOTE. Out of 1,791 synonym groups, 663 groups
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have no NOTE, and 509 groups have no 〇 NOTE. From this calcula
tion, we can say that 619 synonym groups (26%) have at least one NOTE 
and/or © NOTE. Generally speaking, it is good to have as many notes 
as possible, because they will provide the users with valuable informa
tion about the differences among the synonyms. It is true that the 
amount of notes is an important factor, but what is also important is 
that notes give really useful information for users to understand clearly 
the differences in meaning and usage between the synonyms. From this 
viewpoint, we will now examine the NOTE and 〇 NOTE, respec
tively.

However, before going on to the examination of both NOTEs, there 
is one point that must be made clear regarding the origins of the NOTE 
and 〇 NOTE in the OLT. There is a colored zone for SYNONYMS in 
which synonyms are listed and explained in the OALD7. For example, 
income in the OALD7 has a SYNONYMS. It includes explanations such 
as WAGE, PAY OR SALARY? and INCOME OR EARNINGS?. These are 
used as notes in the OLT. The first one is somewhat improved with the 
addition of an example sentence, but the second one is identical. There 
is also a case in which information given in MORE ABOUT in OALD7 
is used as NOTE in the OLT (cf. meal in OALD7 and dinner in 
OLT). As to the 〇 NOTE, the InOTEI in the SYNONYMS in the 
OALD7 is often used as 〇 NOTE content in the OLT. For example, 
there are three INOTEls (one for insolent, impertinent, and impolite 
respectively) in SYNONYMS including rude in the OALD7. They are 
used as 〇 NOTEs in the OLTy and two of them are a little altered or 
improved but one for impertinent is identical. There is also a case in 
which the definition of a word in OALD7 is used as ® NOTE content 
in the OLT. For example, an 〇 NOTE given for the synonyms childish 
and immature under the headword childish in the OLT is based on the 
definition given to childish [2]1} and immature [2] in the OALD7.

It is true that a lot of information and explanations given by A OR B? 
comparing more than two synonyms and the |n〇TE| in the OALD7 are 
reused as the note and 〇 NOTE in the OLT, but it is only fair to stress 
that they are mostly improved in the OLT.
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4.7.1. NOTE
First let us look at Table 4 below which lists the number of synonym 

groups with more than one NOTE.

Table 4 Number of synonym groups with more than one NOTE

Number of synonym groups with more than one NOTE

One NOTE 930 (39%)

Two NOTEs 182 (0.076%)

Three NOTEs 12

Four NOTEs 1

Five NOTEs 0

The headword of the synonym group with four NOTEs is unfortunate 
(adj.) [2], which has 9 synonyms {unfortunate^ pity, a shame, pathetic, too 
bad, sad, sorry, feeble, regrettable: These words all describe things that 
are weak, useless or not successful, or that makes you feel disappointed.) 
The NOTEs are PITY OR SHAME?, SAD OR SORRY?, PATHETIC OR 
FEEBLE?, and UNFORTUNATE OR REGRETTABLE?. The headwords 
with three NOTEs are campaign (noun) 7, demolish 9, desire (noun) 
10, direction 5, frightening 11, high [3] 6, injure 11, irrational 8, 
national 6, purpose 7, reduction 9, and terrible [3] 82). Judging from 
the number of the synonyms in the group, we may say that plural 
NOTEs are provided for headwords with more than 5 synonyms. But 
this is not always the case, as is expected from the design and purpose 
of this thesaurus, or from the differences between the editorial policies 
of the dictionary and the inherent characteristics of language itself. A 
lot of headwords with multiple synonyms are not given any NOTEs or 
〇 NOTEs at all. For example, five headwords (arrive, button (noun) 
[2], case, eat, shake (verb) [2]) with 11 synonyms, seven headwords 
(bend (verb), mark (noun), post (noun), request (noun), shout (verb), 
supply (noun), tired [1]) with 10 synonyms, and seventeen headwords 
(ask [2], award (noun), button (noun) [1], class [4], cut (verb) [3], 
dare, desert, energy [2], fly [2], help (verb) [1], hold sb/sth up, push 
(verb) [1], ring (verb), shape (noun), sometimes, take (verb) [2], tell
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[2]) with 9 synonyms do not have any NOTEs or 〇 NOTEs. In terms 
of sheer numbers of headwords, 45 headwords with 8 synonyms, 56 
headwords with 7 synonyms, and 93 headwords with 6 synonyms have 
neither NOTE nor 〇 NOTE.

As we have already seen and as is explained in the Guide, two or
three words are compared and contrasted in the NOTE in such a way as
ADULT OR MATURE? (adult, adj.) and BREAK, CRACK OR FRAC
TURE? (break, verb [1]), for instance. However, more than three syn
onyms are compared in some headword entries. For example, head
words such as aggressive [2], benefit (noun) [1], conclusion, dawn 
(noun), disgrace (noun) [2], highway, immediate, limit (noun) [1], 
next, pay (verb), personality, professor, safe (adj.) [1], sharp [2], 
and threat each have a NOTE which compares 4 synonyms, and head
words like court (noun), crazy, creative, period, privacy, and 
waste (noun) each contain a NOTE which compares 5 synonyms, and 
headwords confuse and lawyer each have a NOTE which compares as 
many as 6 synonyms.

The NOTE is usually placed after 'PATTERNS AND COLLOCA
TIONS5 and amongst the synonyms because it is intended to give a 
comparative explanation to two or three synonyms in the same meaning 
group. However, direction has a NOTE before the synonyms and fat 
(adj.), fool (noun), scene, section, and tramp (noun) have a NOTE 
before ‘PATTERNS AND COLLOCATIONS’，and with a different style 
than the usual A or B? style. The headword go away also has a NOTE 
before ‘PATTERNS AND COLLOCATIONS’，and although it has the 
usual style GO AWAY OR LEAVE?, it compares the words in leave and 
those in go away as a whole.

With regard to the formality of NOTE, it must be pointed out that 20 
headwords have NOTEs beginning with WHICH WORD?. These are 
bitter (adj.) [1], border (noun), dictator, film (noun) [2], foreign, 
harsh, honest, jump (verb) [2], legend [2], man (noun) [2], meta
phor, partly, provide for sb, quite [1&2], recession, revenge 
(noun), sensitive [3], slump (verb), stop (verb) [1], and stubborn. 
What is said in WHICH WORD? in the NOTE of border is the same as
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WHICH WORD? in the SYNONYMS of border in the OALDT\ Expla
nations given in WHICH WORD? in the entries bitter [1] and honest 
are almost similar to those in the OALD7, but no other WHICH WORD? 
except for quite in the above-mentioned headwords can be found in the 
OALD7A). From the viewpoint of the uniformity of description, WHICH 
WORD? in film [2] can be altered to FILM, CINEMA OR MOVIES?, 
because it explains the usage of the three words, which word? under the 
headword sensitive [3] explains three synonyms, and that under dicta
tor, foreign, harsh, jump (verb) [2], and legend [2] explains four 
synonyms, and that under man [2], recession and stubborn explains 
five synonyms as a whole. WHICH WORD? under metaphor explains 
five words out of six synonyms, that under stop (verb) [1] explains eight 
words out of ten synonyms and that in honest explains nine out of 
twelve respectively. Partly and quite have different type of WHICH 
WORD? items, comparing the word groups of each other with nearly 
identical explanations.

Now we will examine the information given in the NOTE of the 
headwords cited above. First let us see the four NOTEs under unfortu
nate [2]:

InOTeI PITY OR SHAME? Both pity and shame are more more 
[sic] frequent in spoken than written English, but shame is far 
more frequent in spoken English than pity.
INOTEI SAD OR SORRY? In many cases you can use either word: a 
sad I sorry affair I business j episode j story j tale j saga I plight j sight. How
ever, sorry is used more often when you feel pity, and sad is used 
more often when you feel disapproval. Sad, but not sorry, is often 
used with words which refer to a sign that sth exists in a society or 
system: truth, reality, fact, comment, example, indictment, reflection 
and reminder.
[n〇TE| PATHETIC OR FEEBLE? Pathetic is more informal than 
feeble and can show stronger disapproval or contempt (= lack of 
respect).
In〇TE| UNFORTUNATE OR REGRETTABLE? Both unfortunate
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and regrettable can be used to describe things that happen and 
collocates include incident, occurrence, error, consequence and ten
dency. However, sth that is regrettable is usually considered to have 
been at least partly within sb^ control: the use of regrettable sug
gests that sb wishes to accept some blame, or blame sb else. Sth that 
is unfortunate is more often considered to be the result of bad luck.

Judging from the information given in the above-cited NOTE, we can 
see that NOTE gives information about: which is used more frequently 
in spoken or written English? Which is more informal or more formal? 
What are collocates? What5s the difference in the use of the words?

Now let us examine the headword campaign (noun) which has three 
NOTEs.

INOTEI BATTLE OR STRUGGLE? In many cases you can use either 
word, but a struggle is always about things that seem absolutely 
necessary, such as life and death or freedom. A battle can also be 
about things that are not absolutely necessary, just desirable, or 
about the pleasure of winning: the battle!struggle between good and 
evil I man and nature 〇 a legal struggle-f-or compensation 〇 a struggle 
of willsf-w-iu

丨 NOTE丨 CAMPAIGN OR DRIVE? A campaign is usually aimed at 
getting other people to do sth; a drive may be an attempt by 
people to get themselves to do sth: From today, weWe going on an 
economy drive (= we must spend less). 〇 an economy campaign. 
A campaign may be larger, more formal and more organized than 
a drive.
INOTEI WAR, FIGHT OR CRUSADE? A war is about stopping 
things, like drugs and crime, that everyone agrees are bad. A fight 
can be about achieving justice for yourself. A crusade is often 
about persuading other people to share your beliefs about what is 
right and wrong.

Comparing the above NOTEs with the NOTEs under the entry 
unfortunate, we can see a conspicuous difference in the above NOTEs: 
there are examples which are crossed out. The crossed out examples £t
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legal struggle for compensation and a struggle of wills I wits are contrasted 
with two examples given in the explanation of battle (i.e. one of the 
synonyms of campaign): She finally won the legal battle for compensation. 
◊ Looking after a two-year-old needn’t be a constant battle of wills 
(=when each side is very determined to win). In this case we need to 
read previous explanations in order to grasp the different point, but this 
comparison makes it easier for users to understand the contrastive 
meaning or usage of the two words. Concerning the example in the 
second NOTE, a crossed out example is contrasted with the example 
sentence just before it. Therefore, it is quite easy to recognize and 
understand the difference in meaning or usage. With regard to the 
crossed out examples, we also find them in the explanations in WHICH 
WORD? in the SYNONYMS under border in the OALD7, which 
proves that the introduction of crossed out examples is not original in 
the OLT. However, without regard to the originality of them, it is 
undeniable that to cross out examples is a very good way to clearly show 
the unacceptability of the example sentence or phrase, and the differ
ence in meaning and usage.

In the case of unfortunate [2], there are four NOTEs, but each of 
them compares only two synonyms. In the case of campaign, however, 
two NOTEs compare two synonyms, but one NOTE compares three 
synonyms. Looking once more at the NOTEs under the 12 headwords 
which have three NOTEs, each NOTE under 6 headwords (desire 
(noun), high, injure, irrational, national, purpose) compares 2 syn
onyms, and 4 headwords (campaign, demolish, reduction, terrible) 
have one NOTE which compares three synonyms and two NOTEs com
paring two synonyms, and one headword (frightening) has one NOTE 
comparing 2 synonyms and two NOTEs comparing 3 synonyms. 
Another headword (direction) has three NOTEs and each of them 
compares 2, 3 and 4 synonyms respectively.

It may be reasonable to expect that a NOTE which compares five or 
six synonyms should be long, requiring more space or many lines for 
comparative explanations. To better understand this point, let us cite 
the NOTE given to the headwords creative and confuse.
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creative | NOTE I INNOVATIVE, ORIGINAL, IMAGINATIVE, 
INGENIOUS OR INVENTIVE? Innovative is often used in practical 
and business contexts and is as much about using new ideas as hav
ing them; original, imaginative and inventive are often used in 
more artistic contexts. Original/imaginative ideas are interesting 
whether they work in practice or not; things that are ingenious are 
clever and must work, or they are not ingenious; however, they 
may not be as big or important as things that are innovative or 
original.
confuse I NOTE 丨 CONFUSE, PUZZLE, BEWILDER, BAFFLE, MYS
TIFY OR PERPLEX? When sth confuses you, it is difficult for you 
to think clearly and you are not sure what to say or do. With 
bewilder or perplex there is a sense of being upset or worried as 
well as being unable to understand. Something puzzles you when 
you don’t know why it has happened or don’t know what the 
answer is. Baffle and mystify are stronger words than puzzle; 
they suggest that you can’t explain or understand sth at all.

We have a general impression that the explanation in the NOTE which 
covers 4, 5, or 6 synonyms has fewer examples than the NOTE which 
covers fewer than 4 synonyms. We can estimate as well that the NOTE 
which covers more synonyms has a longer explanation. Sometimes this 
is true, but not always. For example, conclusion has a NOTE with an 
explanation as long as 21 lines. Disgrace (noun) [2] has a NOTE com
posed of 19 lines, and the NOTE in highway is composed of 18 lines. 
On the other hand, the NOTE in dawn explains four synonyms (i.e. 
dawn, sunrise^ first lighty daybreak) but it is just composed of 5 lines.

In regard to the space allocated to the NOTE, man [2] has the longest 
explanation in the NOTE beginning with WHICH WORD?; it has 23 
lines. The headwords conclusion, become, and energy [1] have 
21-line NOTE, border (WHICH WORD?), opposite (adj.), stop (verb) 
[1] (WHICH WORD?) have 20-line NOTE, disgrace [2], committee, 
propose, and be/feel sorry for sb have 19-line NOTE, highway, tart, 
clean (verb) [1], game [1], hear, permission, recession (WHICH
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WORD?), regard (verb), and relate have 18-line NOTE, and per
suade, foreign, increase (noun), and take care of oneself have 
17-line NOTE. From the above count, we can say that the NOTE begin
ning with WHICH WORD? has a relatively long NOTE.

Now let us turn to the NOTE written in a few lines. According to our 
rough count, 57 headwords have three-line NOTE, and 12 headwords 
have two-line NOTE. Three three-line NOTEs and twelve two-line 
NOTEs are cited below because they show the kind of information 
typically given in the NOTE.

Three-line NOTE:
bright NOTE I VIVID OR VIBRANT? Vivid emphasizes how 
bright a colour is; vibrant suggests a more lively and exciting 
colour or combination of colours.
speech InOTEI SPEECH OR ADDRESS? A speech can be given 
on a public or private occasion: an address is always public: Me 
gave an address at-the wedding.
swell (verb) INOTEI INFLATE OR BLOW STH UP? Inflate is
more formal than blow sth up; it can also be used without an 
object: The life-jacket failed to blow up.

Two-line NOTE:
burn (verb) [2] INOTEI SCORCH OR SINGE? Things are scorched 
by heat or fire. Things can only be singed by fire or a flame, 
cold (adj.) [1] [NOTE! LUKEWARM OR TEPID? There is really no 
difference in meaning or use between these words, 
cunning INOTEI SLY OR SNEAKY? Sneaky is a less formal word 
than sly and shows less serious disapproval.
fine (adj.) INOTEI ALL RIGHT OR OK? OK is only used in spoken 
English; all right can be written, although it is informal, 
frustration INOTEI IRRITATION OR ANNOYANCE? There is 
almost no difference in the way these two words are used, 
high [3] INOTEI HIGH OR TREBLE? Treble is a more technical 
word than high, used in singing.
hoarse INOTEI HARSH OR ROUGH? A harsh voice is likely to be
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higher in tone than a rough voice.
like (verb) I NOTE! LOVE OR ADORE? Adore is more informal 
than love, and expresses a stronger feeling.
mess (noun) [1] 1 NOTE I CLUTTER OR JUMBLE? Clutter is a
more disapproving term than jumble, which is more simply 
descriptive.
remove [2] InOTEI OVERTHROW OR TOPPLE? Topple is
slightly more informal than overthrow, used especially in journal
ism.
report (noun) [4] INOTEI SCANDAL OR GOSSIP? Scandal is
always unkind and is usually more shocking than gossip, 
show (verb) [1] INOTEI SHOW OR PROVE? Prove is often pre
ferred to show to give a stronger sense of justice being done.

In the three-line NOTE, there are crossed out examples, which, as we 
have already stated, help users to understand the difference between 
two synonyms. In the two-line NOTE, we can see the sort of informa
tion which is also given in other longer explanations. In general, these 
NOTEs, regardless of the amount of allocated space, are useful and 
above all quite interesting to read. In that sense, the OLT can be 
regarded not only as a good thesaurus but also as good reading material 
for many learners, especially for lovers of the English language.

4.7.2. 〇 NOTE
In this section, we examine 〇 NOTEs. First let us look at Table 5 

below, which lists the number of synonym groups with more than one 
〇 NOTE.

Table 5 Number of synonym groups with more than 〇 NOTE

Number of synonym groups with more than one 〇 NOTE

One 〇 NOTE 687 (29%)

Two 〇 NOTEs 330 (14%)

Three 〇 NOTEs 139 (0.58%)
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Four 〇 NOTEs 76

Five 〇 NOTEs 34

Six 〇 NOTEs 10

Seven 〇 NOTES 2

Eleven 〇 NOTEs 1

The headword with 11 〇 NOTEs is top (adj.), the headwords with 7 〇 
NOTEs are scream (verb) and serious [1], and those with 6 〇 NOTEs 
are cupboard, do [1], famous, fatal, hat, highway, magic, popular, 
progress (noun), and well (adj.). Among the headwords with 5 〇 
NOTEs, items such as meantime, which has an entry explaining five 
synonyms, each having one 〇 NOTE.

Just like the number of NOTEs, plural 〇 NOTEs are provided for 
headwords with multiple synonyms. Let us first cite 〇 NOTEs given 
under top:

top @ Top can be used after a linking verb, but only in British 
English: (BrE) He finished top in the exam. 〇 They We top of the 
league.
senior 1〇pp| junior 〇 A person in a junior position is low in rank 
or status, or lower than others: junior employees 〇 She is junior to 
me.
chief 〇 Chief is mainly used in names of positions. 
leading 〇 Leading is often used in publicity for companies that 
produce products or provide services: a leading brand!manufac
turer! supplier
high 〇 In this meaning high is used in a fairly limited range of 
collocations: high statuslranklpositionloffi.ee; and in some more par
ticular names of very important people and things: a high court/ 
magistrate I commissioner I priest
first 〇 When first means 'most important5, typical collocates are 
duty, importance and consideration. When first means ‘best in a 
competition,, typical collocates are prize and place, 
high-ranking 〇 High-ranking is often used to talk about posi
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tions in the areas of politics and the military. Typical collocates are 
{armyjmilitary) officer, bureaucrat, official, and (party) member, 
premier 〇 Premier is often used in journalism and advertising to 
talk about popular and successful events or places, especially in 
relation the country or place they can be found in: Scotland's pre
mier resort I ho tel J exhibition I tourist attraction.
superior 〇 In this meaning, superior typically collocates with 
officery status, position and power.丨 opp| inferior 〇 An inferior 
officer or position is lower in rank or status.
elite 〇 Elite is often used in texts relating to the army or educa
tion: elite troops/force I corps. 〇 an elite force j corps 〇 cm elite educa- 
tionjprivate school. Elite is also often used to describe a group of 
people who share special knowledge or secrets.

As we can see from the above citation, top has 11 synonyms. Every 
synonym except foremost has one 〇 NOTE, and superior has two © 
NOTEs. Considering that top has two NOTEs, PREMIER OR FORE
MOST? and SENIOR OR SUPERIOR?, this headword can be regarded as 
one of the headwords which have much more additional information 
than those without either NOTE or 〇 NOTE. We can recognize here 
several typical expressions used in the @ NOTE, such as is (often) 
used in Y,5, <CX is used to talk about [describe] . . .5,, and uIn this mean
ing, X typically collocates with . . .5,. The 〇 NOTE is often given after 

1 opp L just like those given in the explanation of senior and superior 
above.

In order to see further the kind of information given in 〇 NOTEs, 
let us cite the 〇 NOTE in serious [1]:

critical @ Critical is often used with illness and condition to 
describe medical situations in which there is a possibility that the 
patient may not survive. Critical is also often used with words 
relating to time such as moment^ period, phase^ point, stage, time and 
years to talk about a time during which an important situation 
could end in failure or success.
grave 〇 Grave is used with such words as error, mistake, offence
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and violation to talk about things that people do wrong. Grave is 
also used with words like concern, doubt, misgivings, reservations， 

suspicions and worries to talk about strong feelings that people have 
when they are worrying about sth. When grave is used to talk 
about situations, it is often used with such words as consequences^ 
danger, implications, problems, risk md threat.
desperate 〇 Desperate is used to talk about situations in which 
people need sth.
dire 〇 Dire is not used to talk about medical conditions. In 
American English it is only used in the phrase in dire straits, 
acute 〇 An acute illness is one that has quickly become severe 
and dangerous: He was suffering from acute chest pains. |〇pp| 
chronic A chronic illness or problem is one that lasts for a long 
time and is difficult to cure or get rid of: chronic bronchitis! arthritis I 
asthma ◊ the country’s chronic unemployment problem 
bad ® Bad can be used to describe many unpleasant situations, 
but it is not used to describe danger or an emergency. It is rather 
informal and used especially in spoken English; in formal or writ
ten English it is often better to choose one of the other words in 
this group.
life-threatening 〇 Life-threatening is used to talk about medical 
conditions, and dangerous situations in which accidents might hap
pen.

In the above 〇 NOTE, in addition to the style aX is (not) used to 
describe [talk about] ...” which we have already recognized in the © 
NOTE under top^ we observe the expression UX is (often) used with 
words like This is almost the same as “X collocates with 
which is often used in other 〇 NOTEs as well. And another expression 
which is also used in many other 〇 NOTEs is concerned with the usage 
label, especially between the formal and informal, and spoken and writ
ten English. Similar expressions often used in 〇 NOTEs are uIn British 
[American] English “In literary English [language] and so 
on5). With regard to other kinds of information given in 〇 NOTEs, the
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content varies from fairy tales (turn verb [2]) to grammar (word) and 
encyclopedic information (revolution [2]) and much more. In other 
words, as is explained in the ‘Introduction’，“NOTEs preceded by an © 
symbol, on the other hand, give extra information about one particular 
word or expression”（p. vii).

With regard to the length of 〇 NOTE, there is a variety of 〇 NOTEs, 
from very short ones (raise under increase noun) to very long ones 
{handicap under disability). And it should be noted that there are 
many 〇 NOTEs, like NOTEs, which have a crossed out example as fol
lows:

loved one (under darling) © Loved one is the only term in this 
group that cannot be used as a way of addressing sb: Are you all right, 
loved one?
appetizing (under delicious) 〇 Appetizing is not usually used with 
the verb to be unless the sentence is negative: The food wasn't very appe
tizing T-he-foed was very appetising.
drug (under drug [2]) © Do not say take drugs if you are talking
about legal, medical drugs: Are you taking any drugs for your headaches? 
<C> Are you taking anything for your headaches?

On the whole, there is a large quantity of information about the usage 
of a particular word in the synonym group. The information is almost 
always very informative and useful, similar to the one-point lessons in 
sports that are valuable in improving player’s techniques. As a result, 
reading them, just like reading NOTEs, delights the users and gives 
them the impression that they have access to a vast stock of useful infor
mation about many English vocabularies.

4.8. Synonym Scales
In this section, we will look at the headwords which have synonym 

scales, and make a survey of these items. The synonym scale, according 
to the ‘Guide to Thesaurus Entries’，“shows all the words in the group 
in order of strength, from the weakest to the strongest/5 The number of 
the headwords with synonym scales is, according to our count, 126, but
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the number of the synonym scales themselves is 129, because 3 of the 
126 headwords, i.e. beautiful, cold (adj.), and painful have plural 
synonym groups subdivided to reflect the differences in common mean
ings, and each of these has two different synonym scales. Out of 129 
scales, 9 have two levels of meaning strength, 106 scales have three lev
els and 15 scales have four levels. In the two-level group, seven scales 
include headwords on the left-hand stage, which is supposed to show 
relatively weak meaning in the synonym group. And two of them 
include their headwords on the right, which is the stronger part of the 
scale in terms of semantic intensity. In the three-level group, 38 scales 
include headwords on the left hand, weaker-meaning part of the scales, 
58 scales include headwords in the middle part, and 10 scales include 
headwords on the right. In the four-level group, eight headwords are 
included on the second level, six headwords are on the third level, and 
one on the fourth level. A list of headwords with synonym scales is 
given in Appendix.

Let us look at the headword surprise (verb). It has a synonym scale 
which has three words {surprise, startle, take sb aback) on the left, and 
six words {amaze, stuny astonish, bowl sb over, astound^ stagger) on the 
right (or a little to the right of the center, to be precise). Just by looking 
at the scale, we can understand which words have stronger meanings 
among the synonyms in the group. Similarly, if we look at the head
word frightening, we see that it has three words {alarming^ daunting, 
intimidating) on the left, five words {frightening^ scary, eerie, spooky, 
creepy) in the middle, and three words {terrifying^ chilling^ hair-raising) 
on the right. In this case, the synonym group including frightening has 
stronger meaning than the synonyms in the left-hand group, but weaker 
meaning than the synonyms in the right-hand group. Finally, let us 
take a look at the headword recession. It has a synonym scale which 
includes four levels of meaning strength with one word (slowdown) on 
the first level, two words {slump and trough) in the second level, one 
word (recession) on the third level, and one word {depression) on the 
fourth level. The users can easily and quickly understand that depression 
means a more serious economic situation than recession.
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It seems fair to say that the synonym scale enables us to grasp very 
quickly the relative strength of meaning among the synonyms, espe
cially when we consider that it is not always easy to understand the 
exact difference in meaning among several synonyms. There is no 
doubt that it is important and useful to grasp the relative difference in 
meaning strength. However, there is some doubt about the need of 
synonym scales to words which have only three synonyms in the group, 
like frown and gap. On the other hand, we, non-native speakers of 
English, will surely be helped by the inclusion of synonym scales to 
headwords like bully, ignore, influence (verb), long (verb), panic 
(verb) and so on. Of course, we should recognize that synonyms in the 
same group have almost the same strength of meaning if they are not 
provided with synonym scales. On the whole, we would like to put a 
high value on the synonym scales in the OLT and the idea itself to show 
the difference in the meaning strength by means of a scale. Further
more, the synonym scales are shown very clearly and very beautifully in 
the CD-ROM version.

Finally, we may hasten to add that out of 129 headwords with syn
onym scales, only 28 headwords or synonym scales reuse the informa
tion given in SYNONYMS of the OALD7 in any way6). The information 
in the fat and quite [1] entries in the OLT can also be found in the 
VOCABURARY BUILDING for fat and WHICH WORD? for quite in 
the OALD7. The headword serious [1] has a synonym scale but in the 
OALD7 there is a SYNONYMS section for words which correspond to 
the words under serious [2] in the OLT, and this kind of mismatch can 
be seen in disgusting and beautiful. Disgusting [1] has no synonym 
scale in the OLT, but there is a SYNONYMS section for disgusting with 
the same meanings, and disgusting [2] has a synonym scale without 
corresponding SYNONYMS in the OALD7. A similar mismatch is 
found between beautiful [1] and [2]. The number in the parenthesis 
added to the asterisked words (in the list given in Appendix) shows the 
number of synonyms dealt with in the OLT and the OALD7. The 
larger numbers mostly put on the left show that more synonyms are 
dealt with in the OLT. When the cited headwords have the same num-
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ber, both the OLT and the OALD7 take up the same number of syn
onyms, but in the case of plain, poor, and wet} the synonyms are partly 
different, and in the case of happy, mad^ and recommend the synonyms 
are the same in the OLT and the OALD7. Judging from the amount of 
information provided or borrowed from the OALD7, it can be said that 
the information used in the synonym scales seems to be based on new 
data and fresh editorial work.

4.9. Illustrations
There are illustrations in entries for 26 headwords. The caption given 

to a group of illustrations is different from the headword in three 
entries (bake, button, packet), the caption of the illustrations is the 
same as one or two synonyms in the group in four entries (car, dia
gram, pan, suitcase), and the captions of the illustration group are the 
same as the headwords themselves in the rest of the entries (award 
(noun), bandage, bend, chair, cough (verb), curve (noun), dark
ness, envelope, fold (noun), junction, knife, label (noun), length, 
lid, light (noun), oven, rope, sharp, wallet). The captions of the 
above first group are ways of cooking, fasteners, and packaging, and those 
of the second group are vehicles, diagrams and charts, pots and pans, and 
luggageIbaggage，yespective\y.

It is unavoidable that illustrations cannot be given to every word in 
the synonym groups because illustrations are generally limited to words 
which signify concrete things. For example, the entry award has four 
illustrations, and two of them are for ‘medals’, and two for ‘trophies’, 
in which one illustration is designated as Ccup5. In this group with 9 
synonyms {award, prize, reward, title, medal, trophy, honour, cup, cham
pionship) only three words just mentioned are illustrated. However, the 
entries fold, knife, length, light, packet, sharp, suitcase, and wal
let have an illustration for each word in the synonym group. In the case 
of fold, the synonyms (fold, wrinkle, line, crease) have three illustra
tions, but 'wrinkles/lines5 share an illustration, and the difference in the 
two words is explained by 〇 (NOTE) (A line in sb5s skin may be thin
ner or less deep than a wrinkle, but in many cases you can use either
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word.) in the explanation of line. Entries for envelope, knife, light, sharp, 
and wallet have more than enough illustrations for the synonyms, i.e., 
each word in the synonym group has at least one illustration. Head
words packet and suitcase have fewer illustrations than the number of 
the synonyms, but each word has an illustration because there is a case 
in which two words share an illustration. For example, packetiBrE) 
pack(AmE); packet(BrE) package(AmE); tin/can(BrF,) can{AmR)\ 
sachet{^r'E) packet、AmE) in entry packet，and suitcase ca^(BrE); 
backpack{Qr^ also) rucksack; handbag purse{ArnE)\ chest!trunk in entry 
suitcase share an illustration. And it should be noted that those pairs 
sharing an illustration are given explanation in the NOTE or 〇 NOTE. 
In other headwords with illustrations, some of the words in the syn
onym groups are not provided with illustrations, and the lack of illus
trations is obviously due to the abstract meaning or concept of the 
words.

The headward chair has 9 synonyms {chair, seat, couch, sofa, bench, 
stooly armchair, pew, throne) and 11 illustrations, in which there are 4 
illustrations with the name of wheelchair^ high chair^ deckchair, and car 
seat. These words are not included in the synonym group in the OLT. 
Why has this sort of disagreement emerge? One possibility can be 
attributed to the use of the illustrations already used in the OALD7. 
Comparing illustrations given both in the OLT and the OALD1 y we 
can find that headwords award [medal], bake [RIO-11: Cooking], ban
dage [R-18 Health: Accidents and injuries], bend [kneel; duck], button 
[fastener], car [bus; truck], chair [chair], cough [R18 Health: Disease 
and illness], darkness [shade], diagram [chart], envelope [stationery: 
stationery and office supplies], label [label]y length [dimension], light 
[light], oven [R10-11 Cooking], packet [packaging], pan [pots and 
pans], rope [cord], sharp [cutlery], suitcase [bag] have almost the 
same or similar illustrations in the entries of the OALD7, in which cap
tions of the illustrations are shown in the above square brackets. The 
illustrations in knife are similar to those in penknife in the OALD7, and 
the OALD7 does not contain illustrations similar to those in curve, 
fold, and junction in the OLT.
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Nine headwords {award, bandage, bend, button, cough, curve, lid, rope, 
wallet) out of 26 headwords with illustrations do not contain any NOTEs 
or 0 NOTEs, which seems to show the role the illustrations play in the 
explanations of the synonyms. But 17 headwords do contain either note 

or 〇 NOTE or both, in which case NOTE or 〇 NOTE gives explana
tion about the difference in English and American ways of referring to 
the same thing illustrated. For example, under suitcase, there is an illus
tration of chest!trunk, an^ NOTE (CHEST OR TRUNK?) provides an 
explanation about the difference in the usage of the two words. Under 
bake, there is an illustration of grill(BrE)lbroil(AmE)) and in the expla
nation of broil, there is an 〇 NOTE which says c<In British English use 
grill for this.55 Similar 〇 NOTEs can be seen under the headwords 
packet，car, pan, junction, light, and oven.

We cannot deny that illustrations play some role in the explanation of 
the synonyms, but some users may wonder if illustrations for bandage, 

and are really necessBry or fit for that purpose.
Finally, let us look at the illustrations in the CD-ROM edition. When 

we type in a headword which has illustrations, there appears an illustra
tion, and under which is a mark with a button labeled EXPAND 
(except for knife). If we click on EXPAND, other illustrations pop up. 
The illustrations in the OLT are in black and white, while those in the 
CD version are mostly in natural color. The OLT and the CD-ROM 
share the same illustrations but some of them are drawn from a differ
ent angle for no apparent reason. Furthermore, the number of illustra
tions for the 26 headwords is the same in the OLT and the OALD7 in 
every headword except for junction. There are two illustrations in the 
OLT, while there are three in the CD, where an illustration of round
about is added. As its inclusion in the CD is desirable, it should be 
included in the OLT as well. If a very realistic illustration of a round
about in natural color is included in the CD (and in the OLT), it will 
make illustrations ior junction much more satisfactory as a whole.

(Sections 4.7—4.9 by Ichikawa)
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5. Conclusion
Our review of the OLT has revealed that the OLT makes extensive 

use of the OALD7 as a source of information, but that on the whole, 
the OLT can be considered a groundbreaking learner's thesaurus and is 
ubig step forward55 as Bogaards (2009: 316) says. We have also pointed 
out some inconsistency or room for improvement, which we hope will 
be improved in the next edition.

The macrostructure of the OLT can be considered generally acces
sible to Japanese learners of English. The alphabetically arranged head
words and index both spare users a complicated process in finding what 
they are looking for; however, we cannot deny that it is rather trouble
some to look up a polysemous word in the index to reach an entry in 
the paper edition. The choice of headwords seems to be appropriate for 
the level of target users. However, some inconsistency is observed in 
the way of indicating a part of speech of an entry. Also, doubts may be 
expressed as to necessity of including too many taboo words.

Within each entry, in order to avoid confusing users by providing too 
many choices but to offer a wider variety of choices at the same time, 
the OLT tries to reduce the number of synonyms treated together to an 
average of five to six, and to provide an in-depth profile of each syn
onym. Definitions and examples are mutually supportive and describe 
semantic features and typical usages of each synonym. While examples 
in the paper edition seem to have been carefully selected, there is plenty 
of room for improvement in terms of extra examples in the CD-ROM. 
Synonyms with fewer examples should have been supplemented, and 
examples to cover more typical usage patterns should be added rather 
than examples quite similar to ones already given.

In addition to definitions and examples, the OLT makes good use of 
labels and usage notes. The OLT gives more labels in order to be more 
specific about how words being defined are typically used. As we have 
stated in 4.7, roughly 76% of the synonym groups have either a NOTE 
or 〇 NOTE, and these notes play a very important role in the explana
tion both of the difference in the usage of more than two synonyms in 
the group and of each word in the group, giving the users useful and
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sometimes very interesting information about a word or a group of 
words. It can be said that the information given in both NOTEs make a 
great contribution to the usefulness or importance of the OLT as a 
learners5 dictionary (of synonyms).

Also, ‘Synonym scales’ can be regarded as an innovative method of 
showing or teaching the strength of meaning among the synonyms. It 
seems desirable to give an objective gauge of the divisions of semantic 
strength, and, hopefully, to include more ‘synonym scales’ in the 
revised edition if possible.

Lastly, concerning illustrations, these are helpful to some extent in 
understanding the differences in what some concrete words denote. But 
a simple doubt emerges regarding whether the illustrations inserted in 
the OLT are really necessary for the explanation of the semantic differ
ences among the synonyms. It may be that they are included merely 
because it is easy to transfer some illustrations from the OALD7 or 
because they are given solely for a feast of the users5 eyes.

NOTES

1) The number in square brackets indicates the subdivision number in an entry.
2) The number put after the headword, the part of speech in parentheses, and the sub

division number in square brackets shows the number of synonyms compared.
3) Not in the explanation given in the OLT has a bit different lettering from that in the 

OALD7.
4) The headword quite has an independent WHICH WORD?, which is, unlike bitter, 

border, and honest, not included in SYNONYMS in OALD7.
5) Further subdivisions are used for some entries. For example, pew in the entry chair, 

has an expression like ‘In informal spoken British English …
6) 28 headwords with synonym scales in the OLT are asterisked in the list in Appendix 

and the two numbers in parentheses show the number of the synonyms dealt with in the 
OLT and the OALD7 respectively. Concerning the list, two errors must be pointed out: 
strict has eight synonyms but one of them {rigid) is left out both in the OLD and its CD, 
and ?nagnificent in the OLT has 7 synonyms although there are eight synonyms with 
splendid added probably mistake in the CD5s synonym scale.
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APPENDIX

A list of headwords with synonym scales 
two levels

Left Number of synonyms Right number of synonyms

*surprise[v] (9-7) 9 [3:6] ruin[v] 4 [2:2]

close[a] 8 [5:3] take advantage 
of sb/sth[v]

4 [3:1]

delight[v] 7 [2:5]

*pleasure[n] (7-4) 7 [3:4]

*plain[a] (6-6) 6 [3:3]

expose [v] 4 [2:2]

hungry [a] 3 [1：2]

three levels

Left number of
synonyms

Middle number of
synonyms

Right number of
synonyms

serious [a] 1 11 [3:3:5] frightening[a] 11 [3:5:3] hysterical [a] 9 [2:1:6]

praise [v] 10 [4:4:2] hill[n] 11 [1:5:5] beautiful[a]2 8 [4:1:3]

tired[a]l 10 [3:4:3] run[v]l 11 [2:3:6] ruthless [a] 8 [1:5:2]

*shock[v] (9-7) 9 [5:1:3] *beautiful[a]l (10-7) 10 [6:2:2] concern[n] 7 [1:4:2]

distressfn] 8 [4:2:2] defeat[v] 10 [3:3:4] determine[v] 7 [2:2:3]

frequent[a] 8 [3:1:4] friendship [n] 9 [1:6:2] magnificent[a] 7 [2:2:3]

high[a]l 8 [3:1:4] mentally ill[a] 9 [3:4:2] worry[v]2 6 [1:3:2]

interest[v] 8 [4:1:3] negative [a] 9 [1:5:3] delicious[a] 5 [2:1:2]

nice[a]2 8 [4:2:2] *rude[a] (9-7) 9 |：2:6:1] likely[a] 5 [2:1:2]

upset[a] 8 [4:2:2] suppress[v]l 9 [2:5:2] rape[v] 4 [1：1：2]

bad[a] 7|；2:3:2] *well[a] (9-7) 9 [2:5:2]

*interesting[a] (7-6) 7 [2:2:3] annoy[v] 8 [2:5:1]

lonely[a] 7 [3:3:1] *cheap[a] (8-6) 8 [4:3:1]

probably[adv] 7 [2:3:2] cold[a]2 8 [2:5:1]

small [a] 7 [4:1:2] crazy [a] 8 [4:3:1]

crisis[n] 6 [2:1:3] *funny[a] (8-7) 8 [2:5:1]

disgusting[a]2 6 [2:1:3] *hurt[v]2 (8-6) 8 [3:3:2]

emotion[n] 6 0:1:2] *love[v] (8-7) 8 [2:2:4]

*exciting[a] (6-5) 6 [4:1:1] *poor[a]l (8-8) 8 [1:5:2]

*fast[a] (6-3) 6 [3:2:1] remarkable[a] 8 [1:2:5]
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impress[v] 6 0:2:2] star[n] 1 8 [4:1:3]
interested[a] 6 |；2:2:2] strict[a] 8 [1:3:3]

*like[v] (6-5) 6 [4:1:1] hot[a] 7 |；2:2:3]
painful [a] 2 6 |：2:2:2] mean[a] 1 7 [3:3:1]

possibility[n] 6 [3:1:2] *painful[a]l (7-5) 7 [1:4:2]

taste[n]l 6 [4:1:1] *sure[a] (7-5) 7 [2:2:3]

unhappy[a] 1 6 [4:1:1] *wet[a]l (7-7) 7 [2:1:4]

anger[n] 5 1；2:1:2] admiration[n] 6 [4:1:1]

odour[ordor][n] 5 [2:1:2] angry[a] 6 [1:4:1]

respect[v] 5 [2:2:1] childhood [n] 6 [1:1:4]

disappoint[v] 4 [1:2:1] convincing[a] 6 [4:1:1]

embarrass[v] 4 [1:2:1] *frighten[v] (6-5) 6 [1:3:2]

modern[a] 4 [2:1:1] *happy[a] (6-6) 6 [1:3:2]

pressure[n]2 4 [1:2:1] ironic [a] 6 |；2:2:2]

*recommend[v] {4—4] lose your 
temper[idiom]

6 [1:3:2]

sad[a] 4|：2:1:1] love[n]2 6 [1:4:1]

frown [v] 3 [1:1:1] *mad[a] (6-6) 6 [1:4:1]

ridiculous[a] 6 [3:2:1]

rough[a]2 6 [1:3:2]

sorry[a] 6 [2:2:2]

temper[n] 6|：3:2:1]

ugly[a] 6 [2:2:2]

violent[a] 6 [1:2:3]

dictate to sb[pv] 5 [2:2:1]

flushfv] 5 [1:3:1]

hatred[n] 5 [2:2:1]

pain[n] 5 [1:3:1]

rain[v] 5 [1:3:1]

show[v] 1 5 [1:3:1]

smile[v] 5 |：2:1:2]

immediate[a] 4[1；2:1]
inspire[v] 4 [2:1:1]

please[v] 4 [1:2:1]

revenge [n] 4 [1:2:1]

tight[a] 4 [1:2:1]
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disapprove[v] 3 [1:1:1]

gap[n] 3 [1:1:1]

shock[n]l 3 [1:1:1]

four levels

1 2 number of
synonyms

3 Number of
synonyms

4 number of
synonyms

*afraid[a] (10-6) 10[3:5:1:1] soak[v] 9[3:1:4:1] *cold[a]l (7-6) 7|；2:1:3:1]

anger[v] 10[2:3:2:3] approval [n] 8[1:3:2:2]

*fear[n] (9-5) 9[1:2:4:2] minute[n] 7[2:3:1:1]

*glad[a] (8-6) 8[1:4:1:2] fat[a] 6|；2:1:2:1]

*hate[v] (8-7) 8|；2:2:1:3] quite[adv.]l 5[1:1:2:1]

press[v]2 6[1:1:3:1] recession[n]

tear[v] 5[1:1:1:2]

radical [a]
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以上，外語大二'退官後《先生O二生涯匕大§〈関係卞石出来事仝振0返oT 

办亡妒，tot広〈力、力、幻〇«态■&岩崎研究会》二七匕触札扛(尤，昨年》忘年 

会60二挨拶強調芑10,先生於終始変打冬二t旮〈熱意奁
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TU — G托亡岩研炉1962 (昭和37)年C組織来年（2012

竿)__*¥半世紀#経务，機関誌瓦釋fc»n_ W創刊（1972)数文;W.f 40年&% 〇 

ft.竹林先生舻二仍創立50周年記念•時全目前GLT, 20年前 

t；：入院病院T'検査入院中仁突然亡< 誰± t) 会長二'自

身(二t o T霄V、尽〈七:办無念69思态易二t ；5 3 t拝察LT</H 

七'安G力4二妇眠〇 f二々〇法卞上*5 i二.

竹林先生t 〇 44年

清水态〇子

学部2年<7)春，〇^〇亡疗許$权^：0亡3.4年科目仁「音声学概論」旮選 

九/2'«妒先生t(7)出会Wio*.先生(±出席* t''(±取Gflf,「僕炉来亡t叁 

i二君亡各炉欠席LT，君亡色炉来亡二僕舻休講LTV、札(f,相補分布7tf旮 

*」妇•qL々I9，学生(4当亡19亡3全見計出席LT,

(±試験炉出来杜良44年前，古#佳爸時代《話-?*•?>.七5午 

大学院"C(i Gleason, Bloomfield, Martinet, Swadesh々 if 全教材（二，小人数 

TCo < *9 i指導LT戴V、亡炉，学部O選択科目t LT特仁人気《高介〇亡《 

(±「比較音声学」■?,英.仏.独語CD音体系《違V、C〇V、T, /、厶乇 

夕口一少'，シ亇>•ッ>^実冬頃」，シ工一「魔王」旮題 

材G講義LT下§ 〇，シ•V >歌手.求一少一;!/« cerise « r «響§ 

伊今-Ct耳《底f二残石(5匕，印象CO強W授業；fio/i.音声教材《乏匕力、〇 

亡頃(二，i <工夫吞ti亡厶co/2't改J6T思dWT态易.

先生舻常(C独創的溢授業尔？^窺克石 

炉，具体化t忌企画力t,教无子個性奁把握LT,適切旮 

人員配置旮旮$ 0 ,号ti奁動力1 LTV、< U —夕'"一シy 持务合朽甘"^妇6ft

户二『研究社工二才>英和辞典』（1972)『研究社英和大辞典』第6版（2002) 

(二至冬多<«辞書60編纂这，；ldLT可能思*5. L尔U結核 

«0二病歴1二6拘G12，辞書/^于-^'：&〈多<〇0著作ft',超人的旮仕事旮二

30年i5if前》夏休為，先生旮I泊《旅行誘炉态〇亡.乇《 

時《汩返事1±「行#亡(/、人/2'疔打匕’扫，2月（；：締吣切0«論文炉*〇'^,逆算
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t 2日遊八旮V、九亡上」.先生1二《徹夜午半徹夜旮無理*9得1"， 

徹底Lt時間<7?管理妇S亡先生《年賀状i±,必-r元旦 

(二届w亡.汩忙Lw<mc, t不思議泛〇亡炉「II月初a6i二買〇T印刷才石户i 
乇权矛G全体奁暮法日数T割毎晚寝忌前i二書〈九亡上」.二 

«計画性，乇LT集中力舻，体力c〇不足奁補余L尔厶 

音楽，写真，花作0奁楽L宏札，内緒KLTi3G：fx亡炉TVT«鞍馬天狗# 

■fc好§汔〇亡U教克子〇t >)砂t 旮心〖二;

妇态0户i〇亡.S $ t二人生乃達人t w 3八：#-C*石•）.

10年余D前G思v、立〇 T運転免許全取得L t私!±，先生O運転手全務沁■?» 
上31二*0亡.助手席(±如£1也3邮^：〇3〇^'，*匕''匕僧重九口旮#>/^妇 

6札亡炉，宁炉^：殆匕歩疗*<&6九乇力、|^各，私《車〖二酸素求>《^:車椅子 

奁積九-e外語大tr-co読書会〖二招出汆■，子tui楽L办仁LT<汔芑〇 

tz.音素論O基本旮忘tlTt±旮？^v、t，最後O 1 年(± Martinet t Swadesh 

仝妇選on二旮0，酸素求—厶舻鳴各迓匕，呼吸t忘札Tibi舌U二& 

务c>7t.昨年11月26日，SwadeshW論文C0途中t?，母音C0音長 

t音質仁■〇 V、T招話L戴V、亡《炉最後t旮〇 T L f 〇亡伊，学恩旮学問T (±扫 

返Lt5!：亡不肖W弟子各，運転T'七'W何分O—力、旮妇返LT'§亡》力、厶 

LtL^ V、i:思 3 c〇"C态忌.

先生(±古希O記念iC『英語音声学』《大著全記$;|1亡炉，「執筆〖C最適旮環 

境旮作〇T〈九亡妻，信子G感謝1~石」twd前書—文全，奥様炉大変K 
喜ifti亡3月9日G奥様炉二'自宅T急逝$ft,先生(±^ft旮二'存匕旮 

翌朝病院T息奁引§取6权亡《/f舻，密葬©日，&花i二囲4托亡 

奧様C0妇柩G (±乇《前書§ »頁旮;Ux $甘T V、亡/"i §，先生《右柩仁(±喜寿《 

扫祝V、ic弟子8人乃書V、亡『大人60英語発音講座』旮乇ot忍S'甘亡.

先生，44年間，本当(C有難3二方WSL-*.奥様t仲良〈妇過二1^<

夕'二工瓜.i； 3 — >X宛〇0竹林先生◦手紙

斎藤弘子

f二i C不思議女偶然C i 〇 T,若§日》竹林先生《手紙炉半世紀名' 二見
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〇力、〇亡.

口 > K >大学工二a 7 —シ于彳力b 7 音声学者19 OALD « pho

netics editor "d 务 <6 Michael Ashby 氏力s， 留学中 <75 外語大生力、 竹林先生 (0 

訃報旮伝无聞叁，"tCiCib'悔宁办七一V旮送下芑〇亡》0'，乇<73 

朽"f ；4、C日後，再W同氏介6添付7 7 4瓜付# © > —瓜炉届v、亡―学生步&受 

質問 iC 答克•?><〈，二自分 C0 研究室 t二岛■& Pn'«c/pto 〇/ rAe JnZenwft+oraa/ 

PAo從^: ^teoczWow (1949) 4■手取〇，本全開V、亡t二石，中步&一枚(7)便 

甘人力、現：fit.見九Shigeru Takebayashi 力5 Daniel Jones (C宛T/i手紙C0 

—■部二 tWClt.子<75<!；§手1二 Lt Pn_M«>/e$ ii,厶 t t il Jones 自 

身》所有《各Wt5,竹林先生力、GO手紙(±，受汀取〇亡Jones炉揷

言半世紀以上奁経T, iCOij旮夕彳手紙炉出T吾亡二 

驚V、亡Ashby氏炉，手紙》3匕。一奁私〖二送•〇 T下§ 〇亡© T态■!>.

1959年12月17日付手紙iC(±,竹林先生炉jones(;：宛T7t：8〇«質 

問力、書差出人名(75务易頁69代:，上部tCJonesO字T'Shigeru 

Takebayashi t g己 $ 九 T </、•?>.質問（丈，Jones 60 £Vzg/z.s/z ProwowMczV这 Z&rio- 

1二関玄易厶当時(75 掲載縮約形《発音宁複合

語〇強勢0位置会t''旮尋;la■&厶CO宁，他(7)辞典t発音表記O異旮oTW冬厶》 

1二関1~忌質問，彳夕人午口シア人》名前《発音t圭〇朽易質問态石.人 

名®発音取f)上tf 宁子亇彳：3 7只年一

& t''作曲家《名前易二t私，才A9宁夕9シy夕音楽炉妇好i Co亡竹林 

先生6 1^、.一力所，‘1^«11161’©発音表記(：：〇1/、'1：(75質問〇0余白匕[±，_[〇1«8 

W手書 ‘corrected in 1958 reprint’

1959年tV、^C〇(±，竹林先生妒東大c〇大学院全修了 L亡後，電通大《専任 

教官C着任石前年T',研究社<75『新簡約英和辞典』（1955)午『新氺夂7卜 

英和辞典』（1957)発音表記奁担当U冬大，『新英和大辞典第4版』（I960) 

«原稿扫乇G < (f i；九t''見終:bo亡頃t?态53，芑力、二 

夕一《辞典仝見比弋T(±, $ibi；：乇■!(；：«掲載L^、L：&炉6日 

本人利用者t；：以必要情報旮収集Lid i： 亡二i#窺克■?>.先生(±, 

大学時代(i戦争-C，乇《後(i肺結核4•患•〇亡>1 tt?留学《経験i±旮炉， 

他》辞典〇発音表記4•参照1亡19，生乃音声奁聞</、亡19 LT浮介人 

t5叁亡疑問奁手紙i二書吾，英米《専門家(二質問亡（先生《書 

斎C0本棚4•整理LTV、亡t二石，1968年3月付<7),言語学者ArthurBronstein 

力、GO手紙也見〇步〇亡.午(± <9,先生力、<b<7)発音Gfot?忌質問e答免苍内 

容7'态冬）.二dL/ir'自身60経験力、竹林先生(±二自分C0辞書i二
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関1~易利用者汆質問丨二炫自G筆奁執0，C：去叫二返事奁送 

Jones G宛T亡質問O性質介G &窺无石二t 発音【二茳〇打冬情報全辞

書Tt'OJ： 3 (二提供才^、，竹林先生迂常【二日本人学習者O立場G立oT， 

心奁砕(二思3.才、彳7''只匕°一力一炉無意識(二行3了夕七 

>hco移動tv、◦亡現象奁aC妁，成句乃アク七シhC)位置，彳シh木一シ3 

>夸語〇境界T起二石音〇連結矛*々匕，様々&情報奁盛D込办，学習者 

Q只匕°一年 > 久• U只二 >义、能力向上〖二役立T*v、t考无T妇6札户二

二O J： 二竹林先生炉情熱奁込T作0上吁T C： G机々多< O辞書奁同D上

W二継承分，技&{ifi心細\/、私，先生乃二遺志全少 

(ft 思 3.



竹林滋教授略歴

1926 (大正15)年9月22日東京市浅草区(現在O東京都台東区）(C生法杜石

1944年開成中学校全卒業，東京外事専門学校(現東京外国語大学)英米科入学

1948年東京外事専門学校英米科全卒業，東京大学文学部文学科丨：：入学

1949年健康診断O結果，肺結核t診断吞权，療養所G入所

1953年東京大学文学部文学科(英文学科）全卒業，同大学文学部大学院G入学

1958年東京大学文学部大学院全満期修了

1960年電気通信大学講師

1962年岩崎研究会発足

1966年東京外国語大学助教授

1969年東京外国語大学教授G昇任

1989年同大学全定年退官，東京外国語大学名誉教授

1990年日本女子大学教授

1995年同大学全退職

2011 (平成23)年3月10日肺炎乃亡吣療養中刃病院逝去.84歳.

主^業績

著書「英語音素論概説」『英語〇発音』現代英語教育講座第4卷所収，研究社出版，1965. 
『英語0 7才二7夕只』夕彳厶X社，1981.
『英語音声学入門』大修館書店，1982.
『歹彳卜八々只英語発音〇0基礎』研究社，1984.
『英語〇演習1.音韻•形態』大修館書店，1985.(櫻井雅人氏h共著）

『英語発音G強<&石』岩波V二二7新書，岩波書店，1991.
『英語音声学』研究社，1996.

辞典『研究社新英和大辞典』第2版，増補版，1951 (増補原稿執筆）

『新簡約英和辞典』研究社，1955 (発音表記担当）

『新水夂7卜英和辞典』研究社，初版，1957;第2版，1963 (発音表記担当）

『研究社新英和大辞典』第4版，1960 (発音表記担当）；第5版，1980 (編者）；

第6版，2002 (編者代表）

『研究社新英和中辞典』初版，1967〜第4版，1977 (編集委員）；

第5版，1985〜第7版，2003 (編者）

『岩波英和大辞典』1970 (校閲）

『研究社工二才^英和辞典』初版，1972;第2版，1978 (編著）

『歹彳卜/、々只英和辞典』研究社，初版，1984〜第5版，2007 (編者）

『AS于只英和辞典』研究社，初版，2001;第2版，2005 (編者）
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态〇亡場合以特別G認吣易.（2)論文O内容过未発表二限易.（3)用語这英語(二 

限 0，原則七 LX native check 全受 才為.（4)注（note) (i 後注七 L，章二
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否全決定卞冬.共同執筆論文全別tLT，論文乃掲載炫毎号1人1篇七卞厶.（9)都合 

G上0短縮奁求吣石二七妒态忌.印刷上O体裁招J：莎論文O掲載年度以編集委 

員K一任卞易.（10)抜刷呔20部宝乃奁無料乃，別(二本誌1部奁呈上1■厶.（11)原稿 

过随時受付紗冬.
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岩崎 春雄 中尾 啓介

斎藤 弘子 馬場 彰

清水态o子 東 信行

高橋作太郎 増田 秀夫

竹林 滋 宮井 捷二

編集後記岩崎研究会創立（1962)以来長I/、間会長全務吣btl，法亡本誌創刊（1972)以 

来発行代表者h&oT妇易竹林滋先生妒3月10日〖：：急逝当分，私妒代行 

全谷咕T V、亡亡 < .会員O皆谷九乃二'了承奁招願W L圭t.
会長以，創刊40周年記念号七々厶次号G多数O充実L亡論考奁期待谷札TV、亡.本 

号丨i，思V、洲j*f^竹林先生追悼号七&厶和'，論文以残念&妒G2編(二七匕H L尔 

L二权新Lv、側面奁持〇亡注目卞<含論究'"C态— 通常乃一般辞 

書〇分析■eu：々<，特殊辞書奁対象匕1~忌.他前号〇論文g内容的k分矛打0态3 
論述妒海外〇研究者力、b寄七^ tir V、石.会員〇次号積極的寄稿全期待L亡V、.

(2011 年 6 月 5 日 N. H.)








